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Disclaimer / Information Regarding Webtel.mobi Market and Financial Assessment  

The standard of value presented for WM’s business is Fair Market Value, which is the price, in cash or equivalent, that a buyer 

could reasonably be expected to pay, and a seller could reasonably be expected to accept, if the business was exposed for sale 

on the open market for a reasonable period of time, with both buyer and seller being in possession of the pertinent facts, and 

neither being under any compulsion to act. Our opinion of Fair Market Value relies on a going concern premise, which assumes 

that the company will be successful, under the detailed assumptions given to us by the management, in executing its plans and 

can be viewed as an ongoing business enterprise with management operating in a rational way with a goal of maximizing 

shareholder value. Our analysis is based on WM’s internally prepared information and research Papers from the Levy 

Economics Institute, as well as information from public and private sources, including sources commonly used in the industry, 

present at the valuation date. Our opinion might have been different if other valuation data was used. Frost & Sullivan makes 

no warranty or representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of either the material contained herein 

or any other written or oral information provided by WM to the recipient, and no liability shall attach thereto. Nothing 

contained in this business valuation is, or should be relied on as, a promise or representation as to the future. The projected 

financial information contained herein was prepared expressly for use herein and is based upon the stated assumptions and 

Frost & Sullivan’s analysis of information available at the time that this business valuation was prepared. There is no 
representation, warranty, or other assurance that any of the projections set forth herein will be realized. This report does not 

purport to contain all of the information that may be required to evaluate WM and any recipient hereof should conduct its own 

independent investigation and analysis of the business described herein. This document contains forecasts and other "forward-

looking statements" relating to future events, identified by words such as "may,” “expects,” "intends,” “anticipates,” “plans,” 
“assumes,” “predicts,” “believes,” “scheduled,” “estimates,” or words of similar meaning. Such statements are based on our 
current expectations, estimates, projections and assumptions, describe opinions about future events and involve certain risks 

and uncertainties that are difficult to predict and are not guarantees of future performance. WM’s actual results, performance 
or achievements could differ materially from those anticipated in these forecasts or expressed or implied by such forward-

looking statements due to a variety of factors, many of which are beyond our control, including as a result of certain risk 

factors. Frost & Sullivan disclaims any obligation or commitment to update these forecasts and other forward-looking 

statements to reflect future events or developments or changes in expectations, estimates, projections and assumptions. 
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In 1999, the hype-word was Convergence. Two rapidly evolving technologies, 

the internet and the mobile phone, were starting to come together and pundits 

were predicting amazing things would result. Of course, today, we know that 

the impact of the internet has far exceeded the early promise of eCommerce. Its 

delivery over mobile networks is now the norm rather than the exception. 

Almost every area of our lives seems to revolve around them – but, back in 1999, 

we could only begin to imagine the combined impact of these converging 

technologies. We stand in a similar place today in relation to another 

convergence, again involving two emerging technologies: the Internet of Things 

and Artificial Intelligence. Today the convergence of AI with the Internet of 

Things holds a similar promise to the convergence of the internet and the mobile 

phone back in 1999. Neither technology has reached its full potential and, 

separately, each one could deliver more than we expect. Together, though, their 

impact will be massive – far more pervasive than we have yet imagined. 

 

Convergence – Artificial Intelligence and the Internet of Things, Andrew Simmonds, Clustre 
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BACKGROUND TO THIS DOCUMENT 
 

 

In Q3 2020, Frost & Sullivan carried out a Company Review and valuation of WM, in which it valued the 

Telephony and Telephony Support Facilities.  

 

A CAPM Discount of 12% was applied to that Valuation, which resulted in a Discounted Valuation of the 

Company and its Global Telephony and Telephony Support Facilities of USD 35.4 Billion  

 

Since that Valuation, WM, its Facilities and their capacities have been reviewed and studied by the Levy 

Economics Institute, against the background of a project to assess recent proposals for the creation of 

electronic currencies as the basis for the reform of the international financial system. The Levy 

Economics Institute has – as a result of their research and testing of the WM System – published three 

Papers on WM. 

 

These three Papers have drawn attention to and described multiple “Derivative Facilities” within the 
WM System.  

 

The term “Derivative Facilities” refers to Facilities that come about as a result of the interaction 
between WM’s Telephony and Telephony Support Facilities and their Intelligent Agents within WM’s 
Complex Adaptive System, that enable the Telephony and Telephony Support Facilities to facilitate 

expanded capacities to WM Members. 

 

As the Market Sectors in which these Derivative facilities are active, and as WM’s cost-efficient structure 

and global coverage provide it with a strong position within these additional market sectors, WM 

requested that Frost & Sullivan carry out a Revaluation of the Company, to include five of these 

Derivative Facilities in the Company valuation. 

 

This document represents the Revaluation, which is being done as a “Sum of the Parts” Valuation, 
whereby each of the five Derivative Facilities being valued – and the original Valuation of the Telephony 

and Telephony Support Facilities – are valued as separate Valuation Components, and then combined 

for a Consolidated Company Valuation at the conclusion of this document.  

 

______________________ 

For further information see: 

 Complex System: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_system  

 Complex Adaptive System1: https://jonstevenshall.medium.com/complex-adaptive-systems-and-itsm-c92b0f953f0a  

 Emergence: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergence  

 Intelligent Agent: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligent_agent  

 

 

BACKGROUND TO THIS DOCUMENT 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_system
https://jonstevenshall.medium.com/complex-adaptive-systems-and-itsm-c92b0f953f0a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligent_agent
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

Webtel.mobi (Holdings) Limited (“Webtel.mobi” / “WM”) is a company that has developed a suite of 

products within the telecommunication world. WM has invested nearly two decades of research, 

development and refinement. Unusually, WM’s research and refinement process also included running 
their Company as a fully-operational Global Telephony Service for several years, but doing this only as 

part of their own due diligence for refinement purposes, in order to test and refine their final Product 

Suite. 

 

Their stated motivation for this strategy – as well as the strategy to limit the number of clients that WM 

allowed to use their first Platform (“Platform 1”) – was that firstly they were aware that after the period 

of initial Global Operations, they will have identified areas of the Platform to improve, and secondly they 

were waiting for international clarifying legislation relating to Mobile Payments to be issued. Knowing 

that these two factors would necessitate a rebuild of the platform (to “Platform 2”) in order to 
incorporate these refinements to cater for these changes, WM did not want to have too large a number 

of clients when they took Platform 1 down.  

 

It was their view that taking down the Platform when it has a large number of clients on would result in 

a potentially negative reaction and negative publicity from a large number of clients suddenly deprived 

of services that they had become used to, and it was, therefore, better to limit the number of clients to 

take adequate preventive reputation management action. WM services are, generally-speaking, 

standard services within any large full-service Telecoms Company internationally, albeit that WM’s 
method of structuring the company has effectively stripped out Operational and marketing costs, and 

enables it to provide its services at very low cost compared to its competitors. 

 

What differentiates WM is that due to the manner in which it has constructed its system – which it 

refers to as a Complex Adaptive System Array that produces Emergent Properties – is that this 

construction enables pure Telephony Services and Telephony Support to, when working in conjunction 

with one another, be utilised for Telephony-Derivative services.  

 

These Telephony-Derivative services – although still falling squarely within the telephony sector – 

transcend the traditional confines of these services when functioning together or used together. This, in 

turn, provides WM with potentially market-influencing services across a number of sectors, while still 

functioning within the Telephony sector. Moreover, these Telephony-Derivative services are not an 

inspirational feature of WM’s product offering. They are rather developed, tested, proven, due 
diligenced and fully operational products, currently available worldwide. 
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That total market accessibility, combined with the provision of Telephony-Derivative products that 

function in every one of the highest revenue / highest value market sectors in the world, at costs and at 

speeds that has a significant market advantage over competing products or services, render WM a 

potentially highly valuable company, with significant potential. 

 

The valuation provided here reflects data provided by WM management to Frost & Sullivan, as derived 

from WM’s fully operational Product Suite and its historical performances. In the interests of prudence 

and conservative projections, the data provided has been heavily discounted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

For further information see:  

 Web Applications: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_application 

 Webtel.mobi Due Diligence: https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/testimonials  

 Webtel.mobi Security: https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/security  

 Webtel.mobi Research: https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/research  

 Webtel.mobi Management: https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/management  

 Webtel.mobi Corporate Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNG2GTxXne4  

 Webtel.mobi Brand Seeding Event: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qWUp-0n2JC8  

 The TEL.mobi Group: https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/tel.mobi-group  

 The TEL.mobi Group Global Alliance: https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/tmg-global-alliance  

 Why Join the TEL.mobi Group: https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/why-use-it  

 Webtel.mobi Tablet / Laptop / Desktop Platform: https://webtel.mobi/pc  

 Webtel.mobi Smart Phone Platform:  https://webtel.mobi  

 Webtel.mobi Pre-Smart Phone Platform: https://webtel.mobi/wap  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_application
https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/testimonials
https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/security
https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/research
https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/management
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNG2GTxXne4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qWUp-0n2JC8
https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/tel.mobi-group
https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/tmg-global-alliance
https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/why-use-it
https://webtel.mobi/pc
https://webtel.mobi/
https://webtel.mobi/wap
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 PART 1 
 

 

 

WM’s TELEPHONY FACILITIES 
 

AND 
 

 TELEPHONY SUPPORT FACILITIES  
 

 

 
A Unitary Global  

Specialized Mobile Provider Telephony System  

 
 

PART 1 
 

WM’S TELEPHONY AND TELEPHONY-SUPPORT FACILITIES 

In 1999 the hype-word was Convergence. Two rapidly evolving technologies, the internet and the mobile 

phone, were starting to come together and pundits were predicting amazing things would result. Of course, 

today, we know that the impact of the internet has far exceeded the early promise of eCommerce. Its delivery 

over mobile networks is now the norm rather than the exception. Almost every area of our lives seems to 

revolve around them – but, back in 1999, we could only begin to imagine the combined impact of these 

converging technologies. We stand in a similar place today in relation to another convergence, again 

involving two emerging technologies: the Internet of Things and Artificial Intelligence. Today the convergence 

of AI with the Internet of Things holds a similar promise to the convergence of the internet and the mobile 

phone back in 1999. Neither technology has reached its full potential and, separately, each one could deliver 

more than we expect. Together, though, their impact will be massive – far more pervasive than we have yet 

imagined. 
 

Convergence – Artificial Intelligence and the Internet of Things, Andrew Simmonds, Clustre 

 

https://webtel.mobi/wap
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1. Meeting the Unmet Need 

The Race between Telephony and eCommerce for Convergence 
 

Since the earliest days of the internet age, when the possibility of “borderless” Global business 
operations became a possibility, Telephony and eCommerce companies have been in a race to try 

to attain full convergence of their services. Full Convergence in this sense refers to the situation 

where a company in one of these sectors reaches a point where their services are able to cross over 

into the other sector – in a wide-ranging manner – to produce a company with services that cover 

the full spectrum of Global Communications and Global eCommerce on one platform. 

While there have been advances towards this aim in both the Telephony and eCommerce sectors, 

these have to date primarily succeeded in service expansion within their respective sectors, but 

without achieving crossover. 

It is with this aim in mind that WM has been focussing its activities since its inception, and, its 

Platform 2 product has now achieved the crossover between Telephony and eCommerce on a 

Global basis. 

Consequently, it can be said that it was the Telephony sector that won this race, with WM being the 

first Telephony company to full cross over into a fully integrated Global Telephony and eCommerce 

Platform; which is also convergence of The Internet of Things and Artificial Intelligence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________ 
 

For further information see:  

 Convergence – Internet of Things & Artificial Intelligence:  

https://www.clustre.net/convergence-artificial-intelligence-and-the-internet-of-things  
 

 Convergence – Technological  Convergence:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_convergence 

PART 1 

WM’S TELEPHONY FACILITIES AND TELEPHONY-SUPPORT FACILITIES 

A Unitary Global Specialized Mobile Provider Telephony System 

https://www.clustre.net/convergence-artificial-intelligence-and-the-internet-of-things
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_convergence
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2. WM Solution and Technology 
 

The Webtel.mobi platform has multiple facilities: from basic telephone service to currency swap. 

These business services are provided globally, 24/7/365. They are custom-built and modified 

services integrated with AI. The services provided are end-to-end, from inception to conclusion - 

and include all aspects of a transaction's / action's cycle.  

Through Webtel.mobi’s Virtual Specialized Mobile Provider (VSMP) program, member-based 

organizations and companies have an opportunity to apply for their own branded Mobile and 

Landline Telephony Service (VSMP) free of charge, which their members or staff can then use in 

order to cut their calling and texting costs by an average of up to 80% on standard mobile calling 

and texting costs. Furthermore, the member-based organization or company will earn a percentage 

of the revenues from all calls made and texts sent through their VSMP. Thus, the business model is 

B2B2C instead of B2C as with most telecom service companies. 

To achieve its aim, WM planned the end result before starting its product creation, and worked 

backwards in planning from the end result to what should be done to achieve it. 

This required planning to take into account legal, regulatory, technical, IT and other considerations 

on a worldwide basis, then building of multiple prototypes to establish the optimum configuration. 

From that, WM’s Platform 1 was built and run worldwide operationally to test its facilities, 
products, systems and processes. Finally, at the end of that period, Platform 1 was taken down and 

the final Platform 2 was rebuilt, incorporating all refinements and upgrades where required, using 

market intelligence and feedback from the operational experiences worldwide. 

A significant component of WM’s system is its narrow Artificial Intelligent Agent – which is calls 

“HAL”. HAL manages the entire WM platform and system, and removes entirely the requirement 

for what would otherwise be hundreds or thousands of administrative personnel. 

The WM System – in both Platform 1 and Platform 2 – is what is known as a “Complex Adaptive 

System”1, and the products and facilities are built and structured in a “Complex System Array”. The 
structure and inter-functionality of its facilities in this Complex Adaptive System led to them being 

able to carry out actions that are greater / more varied than they would have if functioning singly. 

This phenomenon – where the capacities of the inter-functioning whole are greater than the sum of 

its parts if they were functioning alone is known as “Emergence”2. 

It is these Emergent properties of the WM facilities inter-operating that enable pure Telephony 

facilities to crossover, and carry out other actions – even though they remain pure Telephony 

Facilities.  

This – combined with the implementation of practical builds to make its service available by Web 

Applications to all makes and models of Smart Phones and pre-Smart Phones – and all internet-

enabled PEDs in all countries worldwide, on a 24/7/365 basis, with compressed and reduced 

bandwidth requirements so as to enable easy access in even bandwidth expensive markets / 

predominantly prepaid markets – is what enabled WM to with the Full Convergence race. 
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3. Business Plan and Valuation 
 

A. Background 
 

We constructed a business plan and carried out a valuation based on management assessments 

for the future of Webtel.mobi.1 WM has, over a twenty-year period, undergone over forty 

detailed due diligence reviews worldwide – including by the Frost & Sullivan Global ICT Practice, 

multiple firms of attorneys, regulatory bodies, merchant banks, banks and multiple other 

formal entities. Frost & Sullivan did not conduct additional due diligence on this occasion, and 

rather focused solely on the valuation of WM. 

 

WM’s first Platform (“Platform 1”) was run as a fully operational Global business for several 

years. In 2016, the Global ICT Practice of Frost & Sullivan conducted a Global Due Diligence over 

five Continents on WM and its Global Operations. Already, at that stage, the Global ICT Practice 

of Frost & Sullivan confirmed that WM’s Platform 1 rendered WM as a First Mover Product and 

Company in the Telecommunications Industry, with the Largest Geographic Footprint of any 

Telecommunications Provider Worldwide, and had Global Dominance in terms of coverage; 

with it significantly undercutting the standard costs of most providers worldwide for standard 

mobile calls & texts and landline calls. It also reached the view that WM is a Potential Sector 

Influencer in the worldwide telecommunications market 2. 

During that period, WM appointed multiple VSMPs internationally, but the management has 

informed us that they restricted the number of Eligible Entities that it allowed to establish 

VSMPs in order to keep its member number low. They additionally informed Frost & Sullivan 

that they had received requests for VSMPs from Eligible Entities that had, cumulatively, 1.5 

Billion members. This is over and above the VSMPs that WM allowed to be established.  

We view WM’s Business Proposition and its VSMP program as a highly competitive and 
significant Global Company. Nevertheless, as WM took down Platform 1 to rebuild its Platform 

and service completely to incorporate all of the refinements that it had assessed were required 

as a result of its global operations, and has been self-funding itself through this period, Frost & 

Sullivan and WM agreed that this valuation should disregard parameters from previous 

operations, and carry out this valuation solely on the merits of the new Platform 2.  

                                                           
 

 WM received applications for VSMPs from 300 companies in Asia in one day:  

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/malaysian-reserve_article.png 
 

 Summary of previous Frost & Sullivan Global ICT Practice Global Due Diligence on WM:  

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/frost-sullivan-due-diligence-confirmation-on-webtelmobi.pdf  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PO3BjgBKR3E 
 

 Operational VSMPs on Platform 2:   

https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/tmg-global-alliance  
 

 We did not review financial reports or conduct due-diligence.  
 

 A selection some of the Operational VSMPs that were on Platform 1:   

https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/tel.mobi-group/#Some-of-the-TEL.mobi-Groups-Historical-VSMPs  
 

 

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/malaysian-reserve_article.png
https://webtel.mobi/media/info/frost-sullivan-due-diligence-confirmation-on-webtelmobi.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PO3BjgBKR3E
https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/tmg-global-alliance
https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/tel.mobi-group/#Some-of-the-TEL.mobi-Groups-Historical-VSMPs
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B. Revenues 
 

WM’s method of proliferation is via Affiliates, which it refers to as “Virtual Specialized Mobile 
Providers” or “VSMPs” (WM is a “Specialized Mobile Provider” or “SMP”). A VSMP is similar to 

an MVNO, although VSMPs’ Product Suites are wider than those of standard MVNOs and, 
crucially, WM provides all Eligible Organisations (known as “Eligible Entities”) with their VSMPs 
free of any charge or cost, and without the requirement for personnel, premises or equipment.  

The trade-off is that WM provides the Eligible Organisations with a revenue-share of 10% of net 

revenues from their VSMP, in return for the Entity sending WM’s retail marketing on to its 
existing clients. This thereby provides WM with comprehensive retail marketing directly to 

entities’ established client bases at no cost. 

Since the completion of Platform 2 in early 2020, WM has – despite not carrying out any 

marketing for its recommencement of Global Retail Operations – already attracted requests 

from Eligible Entities for VSMPs to the extent that it has 48 VSMPs already established, with 

cumulatively 400 million clients between them. 

From a user-perspective, the services undercut the cost and/or improve the service speeds – or 

both – of many similar or competing products internationally. Often very substantially. 

Moreover, these services are available in every country worldwide, with total accessibility. With 

global products, the potential market is so enormous, that even a marginal inroad into a market 

on a global basis can have remarkable results from a revenue perspective. This is especially as 

WM’s business structure has effectively stripped out almost all costs, with its highest cost centre 

being the payment of commissions in arrears to VSMPs and Independent Agents.  

The combination of low costs to clients, low running and operational costs, and having 

services available in every country in the world with total accessibility, makes the WM 

propositions compelling. 

Nevertheless, as models that function on a global basis in very high-value sectors tend to 

produce unusually high values, despite the previous track record in terms of numbers of VSMPs 

and the potential for significant market penetration, the metrics and baseline calculations in this 

valuation model have been heavily discounted for the purposes of prudence. Below are the 

operational services on WM’s global platform. 
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C. Operational Services on WM’s Global Platform 
 

To summarize, below are the services and end products WM already provides on its Platform 2: 
 

1. Global Mobile Telephony - Primary Telephony Service 
 

2. Global Mobile Texting - Primary Telephony Service 
 

3. Specialized Telephony Services 
 

4. Universal Number Telephony Services 
 

5. Switchboard Telephony Services 
 

6. Conference Call Services 
 

7. Global A2P Texting  - Primary Telephony Service 
 

8. Global Landline Telephony - Primary Telephony Service 
 

9. Global  ICLM Payments – Telephony Support Service (Debit card / Credit Card Alternative) 
 

10. Global ICLM Mobile Payments – Telephony Support Service (Current Mobile Payments Alternative) 
 

11. Global ICLM eCommerce – Telephony Support Service (Current eCommerce Alternative) 
 

12. Global ICLM Payment Gateway – Telephony Support Service (Payment Gateway Alternative) 
 

13. Global Currency Conversions – Telephony Support Service 
 

14. Global Currency Swaps – Telephony Support Service (FX Conversions Alternative) 
 

15. Global Transfer via ICLM and ITAN – Telephony Support Service (SWIFT Alternative) 
 

16. Global Digital Top-Up Voucher – Telephony Support Service (Digital Currency Alternative) 
 

17. Global VSMPs – Telephony Support Service (Global MVNO Alternative) 
 

18. Global Retail and Brand Marketing at zero cost – Telephony Support Service 
 

Additional Facilities scheduled to commence operation on Q3 2021: 

 

19. Global Marketplace – Telephony Support Service (Amazon Alternative) 
 

20. Global Stored Credit Refund Machine (SCRM) – Telephony Support Service (Refunds for Unbanked) 
 

WM’s Administrative Support Facilities have not been listed.  
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D. Operational Services Reviewed in the Part 1 Valuation 
 

WM will recommence Global Retail Operations in Q2 of 2021. To add further conservatism to 

the valuation, we have calculated revenues focusing on only nine of WM’s 20 service lines. The 
Facilities that have been included in this model are the ones in bold below: 

 

1. Global Mobile Telephony - Primary Telephony Service 

 

2. Global Mobile Texting - Primary Telephony Service 

 

3. Specialized Telephony Services 

 

4. Universal Number telephony Services 

 

5. Switchboard Telephony Services 

 

6. Conference Call Services 

 

7. Global A2P Texting  - Primary Telephony Service 

 

8. Global Landline Telephony - Primary Telephony Service 

 

9. Global  ICLM Payments – Telephony Support Service (Debit card / Credit Card Alternative) 

 

10. Global ICLM Mobile Payments – Telephony Support Service (Current Mobile Payments Alternative) 

 

11. Global ICLM eCommerce – Telephony Support Service (Current eCommerce Alternative) 

 

12. Global ICLM Payment Gateway – Telephony Support Service (Payment Gateway Alternative) 

 

13. Global Currency Conversions – Telephony Support Service 

 

14. Global Currency Swaps – Telephony Support Service (FX Conversions Alternative) 

 

15. Global Transfer via ICLM and ITAN – Telephony Support Service (SWIFT Alternative) 

 

16. Global Digital Top-Up Voucher – Telephony Support Service (Digital Currency Alternative) 

 

17. Global VSMPs – Telephony Support Service (Global MVNO Alternative) 

 

18. Global Retail and Brand Marketing at zero cost – Telephony Support Service 

 

19. Global Marketplace – Telephony Support Service (Amazon Alternative) 

 

20. Global Stored Credit Refund Machine (SCRM) – Telephony Support Service (Refunds for Unbanked) 

 

Part 1 includes the Standard Functions of WM’s service lines, whereas the Derivative Functions of 
WM’s Facilities are reviewed in Parts 2 to 6 of this document. 
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E. VSMP Proliferation 
 

Given that WM already has 50 VSMPs in waiting prior to even recommencing Global Retail 

Operations, we have assumed that WM will establish 200 VSMPs in 2021, and increase per 

annum up to a total of 3 000 VSMPs in 2025, with the average revenues per VSMP based on 

management projections: 

 

F. Market Penetration and Gross Revenue 
 

WM has 100% accessibility from all countries worldwide via all Smart Phones and Pre-Smart 

Phones – as well as all internet-connected PDA’s.  
 

Its Web Applications through which its services are accessed have been built to function on all 

browsers and operating systems and to render using very little bandwidth. Its value propositions 

in terms of cost, speed and security are high.  

Moreover, the markets in which its services function are the highest revenue sectors 

internationally.  

Therefore, to add a further level of conservatism to the valuation, we have assumed a market 

penetration of only 1% to a maximum of 2% per facility-type / market for the Facilities included 

in the valuation. We have furthermore assumed that WM’s Gross Revenue from this 1% or 2% 
penetration will be 1%. That is, 1% of 1% (0.01%), or 1% of 2%, (0.02%).  

 

G. Gross profit and Opex 
 

Although WM’s Operational infrastructure spans 15 countries, it has – through tested 

outsourcing – stripped out virtually all of its Global Operational Costs, and has also – through its 

VSMP program – stripped out all of its Global Marketing Costs. Moreover, its VSMPs’ personnel 

become WM’s de-facto personnel, and their premises also become WM’s de-facto premises (as 

they provide the marketing material to their clients, issue top-up vouchers, install SCRM 

machines, act as delivery and drop-off points for the Global Marketplace, etc. The same applies 

to WM Agents). The WM VSMPs and Agents are Commission-remunerated in arrears, with 

commissions based on a percentage of actual revenue (i.e. revenue sharing). Consequently, 

although WM has, from a cost and maintenance perspective, freed itself from personnel and 

premises requirements - it nevertheless has a wide infrastructure in terms of de-facto premises 

and personnel. For this reason, GP is a high and constant of 98% according to WM management.  
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H. General and Administrative Costs 
 

WM has a lean Management Team with significant seniority and experience in Global 

Operations. The Management members are all shareholders, and do not draw salaries. They 

receive dividends as shareholders.  

Due to WM's structuring and preparation for making the company resilient, the management 

team is decentralized and works from remote locations (which is also why the COVID-19 event, 

which is, in fact, a global financial crisis, had zero effect on WM). There is therefore zero cost 

attached to this phenomenon in respect of WM. 

Cumulatively, WM management assumes WM's Running Costs / Operational Costs total 20% 

(cost as a percentage of revenue), tied directly to - and in direct proportion to revenue. 

Specifically, 10% is a commission for VSMPs and 5% for Marketing Agents. We have assumed an 

additional 5% for unknown future costs. 

The company will not have R&D costs according to WM management as investments made in 

the platform and future CapEx will be low and equal, in our view, to depreciation expenses. 

 

I. Other Parameters 

 Valuation period – conducted for 5 year period. 

 Tax – we assume effective tax will be zero as to local tax rates. 

 Working capital –WM has limited WC needs. We assume 1% out of revenues change. 

 The company has no loans and no cash. 

 Discount rate - we assume, based on our CAPM model (see appendix A), 12.0% discount rate. 

 Growth rate – we assume a conservative 1.5% terminal growth rate. 

 Capex – WM has already invested in its platform; we assume capex will be equal to 

depreciation in the forecasting years.  
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J. Market Benchmarks 
 

As the company has only recently completed its self-financed rebuild of Platform 2 and is about 

to recommence its Global Retail Operations, it has not yet recommenced its positive cash flow. 

We have therefore evaluated WM based also on the multiples method using the relevant 

benchmarks. 

The benchmark valuation for WM is based on all telecom services firms that are publically 

traded around the globe. These 317 firms (as of 2020) represent the domain WM is operating in 

with its basic service.  The average EV/EBITDA multiple, a well-known and standard benchmark 

for service firms is 7.93 for mature US firms.  

If we take our forecast EV/EBITDA (2025), we reach a 7.5 EV/EBITDA multiple for WM which is 

similar to the industry benchmark.  

 

 

K. CAPM Discount of the Model 
 

Cost of equity capital (ke) represents the return required by investors. The capitalization rate is 

calculated using the CAPM (Capital Asset Pricing Model). It is based on a long-term 10-year T-

bond with a market risk premium, and based on Professor Aswath Damodaran’s (NY University) 

commonly used sample (www.damodaran.com). As of January 1, 2021, the UK market risk is 

estimated at 5.81%. The three-year market regression Beta is 0.66, according to a sample of 67 

companies representing global telecom service companies. We used the unleveraged beta of 

this sample, which is higher than a leveraged beta, due to the high rate of cash versus debt. The 

implied CAPM is 3.8% 

. 

The CAPM model (ke) is estimated as follows:             ke = rf + β(rm-rf) + P 

 

WM is a privately held firm, in which marketability and size premiums need to be considered. 

Duff and Phelps’ data research in the years 1963-2020 indicates that a 10.24% premium needs 

to be added to the CAPM for privately held companies. We assume additional risk to be lower at 

6.0%.  
 

CAPM Model  Value Source 

Long-term (30 years) T-bond R(f) 0.0% US Department of the Treasury (10Y) 

Market risk premium R(m)- R(f) 5.81% 
based on Professor Damodaran’s sample, U.K, 

as of January 1, 2021 

Beta unleveraged Β 0.66 Beta sample of 67 telecom service firms (1/20) 

Cost of Capital Ke 3.8% 
 

Liquidity Premium  
 

6.0% Based on F&S estimation 

CAPM CAPM 9.8% 
 

 

http://www.damodaran.com/
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4. Valuation of Part 1 
 

Based on the aforementioned data and analysis, Frost & Sullivan has at this time valued 

WM’s Global Telephony Facilities and Telephony Support Facilities as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the following sensitivity analysis for the CAPM Discount 

 

 

                 CAPM           Equity Value (000) 

9.8% $44,812,703,753 

10.8% $39,560,051,427 

11.8% $35,324,230,744 

12.8% $31,839,321,453 

13.8% $28,924,530,404 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USD 44.8 Billion 
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WEBTEL.MOBI’S  

DERIVATIVE FACILITIES 

 Secondary 

 Not primary 

 To draw from 

 To come from 

 Resulting from 

 Adapted from others 

 Stemming from an original source 
 

Derivative, The Free Dictionary 
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WEBTEL.MOBI’S DERIVATIVE FACILITIES 
 

 

The WM System is a “Complex Adaptive System”, which has within it multiple components that are 

controlled by “Intelligent Agents”.  The result of the combination of Telephony and Telephony Support 

Facilities interacting in perfect combinations within the Complex Adaptive System is that Emergent 

Properties arise within the WM System.  

 

The Emergent Properties manifest themselves as a result of the various WM Telephony and Telephony-

Support System Components working together in synchronized harmony – not because they are a 

property of any single one of those individual components. In other words, they represent properties 

that are brought about and exist because of the interconnection of Facilities within the Complex System, 

but which would not exist without the interconnection of the Facilities outside of the Complex System. 

Some overview / general details of Complex Systems and Emergence can be seen at these URLs: 
 

 Complex System: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_system 
  

 Emergence: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergence  

 

This means that the WM Facilities have – as Derivative Functions over and above their Primary 

Telephony or Telephony Support Functions – the capacity to be utilized for additional purposes.  

Consequently, in July 2020, WM submitted its System to the Levy Economics Institute, for a study and 

research on WM’s Facilities‘ Derivative Functions (“Derivative Facilities”) to be carried out.  
 

The Levy Economics Institute carried out research on the WM System from July 2020 through to January 

2021, when it published three Papers on the WM System’s Derivative Facilities and their applicability in 

respect of the Global Economic and Financial Systems.  The Papers that were published are as follow: 

 

 ANOTHER BRETTON WOODS REFORM MOMENT: LET US LOOK SERIOUSLY AT THE CLEARING UNION 

Professor Jan Kregel, Levy Economics Institute, Public Policy Brief, No.154, 2021 
 

       

       

       
 

      Abstract: https://tinyurl.com/3sbzfdka  
 

      Paper:      http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf 

 

WEBTEL.MOBI’S DERIVATIVE FACILITIES 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergence
https://tinyurl.com/3sbzfdka
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf
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 KEYNES’S CLEARING UNION IS ALIVE AND WELL AND LIVING IN YOUR MOBILE PHONE  
Professor Jan Kregel, Levy Economics Institute, Policy Note, 2021/1 

 

                   

       

       
 

 

Abstract:  https://tinyurl.com/9nxkzp2k  
 

Paper:      http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf 
 

 

 

 

 

 THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM: FROM BARTER TO COMMODITY MONEY TO ELECTRONIC MONEY  

Professor Jan Kregel, Levy Economics Institute, Working Paper No. 982, January 2021 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                      

                     Abstract:  https://tinyurl.com/5m9jnkp9 
 

                     Paper:      http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf 

https://tinyurl.com/9nxkzp2k
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf
https://tinyurl.com/5m9jnkp9
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf
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The author of the Papers is Professor Jan Kregel, whose overview biography from the Levy Economics 

Institute is reproduced here: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/scholars/jan-kregel 

 

Professor Dimitri Papadimitriou wrote the Preface for the final Paper. Professor Papadimitriou’s 
overview biography from the Levy Economics Institute is reproduced here: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jan Kregel is director of research at the Levy Economics Institute, director of the Levy Institute 

master’s program in economic theory and policy, and head of the Institute’s Monetary Policy and 
Financial Structure program. He also holds the position of professor of development finance at 

Tallinn University of Technology. In 2009, Kregel served as Rapporteur of the President of the UN 

General Assembly’s Commission on Reform of the International Financial System. He previously 
directed the Policy Analysis and Development Branch of the UN Financing for Development Office 

and was deputy secretary of the UN Committee of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax 

Matters. His major works include a series of books on economic theory, among them, Rate of Profit, 

Distribution and Growth: Two Views (1971); The Theory of Economic Growth (1972); Theory of 

Capital (1976); and Origini e sviluppo dei mercati finanziari (1996). In 2011, Kregel was elected to the 

Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, also known as the Lincean Academy, the oldest honorific scientific 

organization in the world. He studied under Joan Robinson and Nicholas Kaldor at the University of 

Cambridge, and received his Ph.D. from Rutgers University under the chairmanship of Paul Davidson. 

He is a life fellow of the Royal Economic Society (UK) and an elected member of the Società Italiana 

degli Economisti. In 2010, he was awarded the prestigious Veblen–Commons Award by the 

Association for Evolutionary Economics for his many contributions to the economics field. 

 

 

Dimitri B. Papadimitriou’s research includes financial structure reform, fiscal and monetary policy, 
community development banking, employment policy, and distribution of income, wealth, and well-

being. He heads the Levy Institute's macroeconomic modeling team studying and simulating the U.S. 

and world economies. In addition, he has authored or coauthored many articles in academic journals 

and Levy Institute publications relating to Federal Reserve policy, fiscal policy, financial structure and 

stability, employment growth, and Social Security reform. In 2008, he was instrumental in the 

republication of Hyman P. Minsky's seminal Stabilizing an Unstable Economy and John Maynard 

Keynes by McGraw-Hill. Papadimitriou is president of the Levy Institute, and Jerome Levy Professor 

of Economics and executive vice president emeritus at Bard College. He served as Minister of 

Economy and Development for the Hellenic Republic from 2016 to 2018. He has testified on a 

number of occasions in hearings of Senate and House of Representatives Committees of the U.S. 

Congress, was vice-chairman of the Trade Deficit Review Commission of the U.S. Congress, and was 

a member of the Competitiveness Policy Council's Subcouncil on Capital Allocation. He was a 

distinguished scholar at the Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences (PRC) in fall 2002. Papadimitriou 

has edited and contributed to 13 books published by Palgrave Macmillan, Edward Elgar, and 

McGraw-Hill, and is a member of the editorial boards of the Journal of Economic Analysis, Challenge, 

and the Bulletin of Political Economy. Papadimitriou is a graduate of Columbia University and 

received a Ph.D. in economics from the New School for Social Research. 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/scholars/dimitri-b-papadimitriou 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/scholars/jan-kregel
http://www.levyinstitute.org/scholars/dimitri-b-papadimitriou
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The personnel of the Levy Economics Institute highly qualified and experienced in the fields of 

Macroeconomics, Microeconomics, Economics and Finance, an example of which is as follows: 
 

 

 
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/7-02-a.pdf 

 

The three Papers published by the Levy Economics Institute describe in detail the Derivative Functions of 

WM’s Facilities, and their applicability insofar as having the capacity to effect a significant strategic 

impact upon and within the Global Economic and Financial Systems.  

 

Given the provenance of the Papers, Frost & Sullivan accepted the detailed Research Papers on WM’s 
Derivative facilities – as published by the Levy Economics Institute – and the detailed descriptions and 

conclusions in respect of these Facilities’ capacities relating to the Global Economic and Financial 
Systems. 

 

Frost & Sullivan has therefore not carried out further research on these Derivative Facilities and/or their 

application in respect of the Global Economic and Financial Systems, and has utilized the conclusions of 

this existing research to carry out a Valuation of five of the Derivative Facilities described in detail in the 

Levy Economics Institute’s Research Papers.  

 

Frost & Sullivan has utilized as the baselines for the Comparative Analysis and Valuation the volumes 

and values of the International Market Sectors that these five Derivative Facilities have been described 

as being able to significantly impact in the Levy Economics Institute’s Research Papers. 
 

The five Derivative Facilities the Market Sectors that they are applicable to and how they function in 

and/or impact these Market Sectors are described in detail and with complete clarity in the Levy 

Economics Institute’s Papers as follow: 
 

1. Another Bretton Woods Reform Moment: Let us look seriously at the Clearing Union 

WM descriptions are in the Preface and on Pages 8 and 9   

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf 

 

2. Keynes’s Clearing Union is Alive and Well and Living in your Mobile Phone  
WM descriptions are throughout the Entire Paper   

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf  
 

3. The Economic Problem: from Barter to Commodity Money to Electronic Money  

WM descriptions are from Pages 16 to 30   

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf  

 

 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/7-02-a.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf
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A fourth Paper has been authored by Professor Kregel in March and April 2021. Entitled “Money and 

Credit - Potential Expansion of the WM System”, this Paper further details the Market applicability and 

Impact of WM’s Derivative Facilities on Pages 7 to 11. This Paper has not yet been published by the Levy 

Economics Institute, but Frost & Sullivan has been provided with a copy thereof by WM: 

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/money-and-credit-potential-expansion-of-the-wm-system-april-2021.pdf  
 

Consequently, the five Derivative Facilities and their applicable Market Sectors – as described in detail 

by the Levy Economics Institute in its Papers – that have been included for Valuation in this Document 

are as follow: 
 

 WM’s Currency Swap Facility – As an Alternative to the Global FX Market 
 

 WM’s TITAN Sub-System – As an Alternative to the SWIFT System 
 

 WM’s ICLM Payment System – As a Unitary Global Payments System 
 

 WM’s Combined Derivative Facilities – As an International Clearing Union Equivalent 
 

 WM’s Top-Up Voucher Facility – As an International Wholesale & Retail CBDC / “Bancor” Equivalent 
 

Each of these Derivative facilities has been separately valued in this Document. 

 

Due to the fact that these Derivative Facilities and their Capacities are described in detail in the Levy 

Economics Institute’s Papers, a detailed descriptive narrative has not been provided in these valuation 

sections, as it would merely comprise replication of that which described in the Research Papers. 
 

Instead, Comparative Charts that illustrate the competitive capacities of each of WM’s Derivative 
Facilities in each of the relevant markets has been inserted.  

 

The Market volumes and values for each of the Market Sectors that are relevant to each of these five 

WM Derivative Facilities – as illustrated in the respective Comparative Charts – have been verified by 

Frost & Sullivan. 
 

 _____________________________________ 
For further information see:  
 

 Levy Economics Institute: 

 http://www.levyinstitute.org  
 

 Levy Economics Institute Personnel:  

http://www.levyinstitute.org/scholars  
 

 Levy Economics Institute Research Groups:  

http://www.levyinstitute.org/research  
 

 ANOTHER BRETTON WOODS REFORM MOMENT: LET US LOOK SERIOUSLY AT THE CLEARING UNION 

Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Public Policy Brief No. 154, 2021 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf 
 

 KEYNES’S CLEARING UNION IS ALIVE AND WELL AND LIVING IN YOUR MOBILE PHONE 

Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Policy Note, 2021/1 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf 
 

 THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM: FROM BARTER TO COMMODITY MONEY TO ELECTRONIC MONEY 

Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Working Paper No. 982, January 2021 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf 

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/money-and-credit-potential-expansion-of-the-wm-system-april-2021.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/
http://www.levyinstitute.org/scholars
http://www.levyinstitute.org/research
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf
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 PART 2 
 

 

 

 

DERIVATIVE FACILITIES: 
 

 WM’S GLOBAL CURRENCY SWAP FACILITY  
 

 

 
As a Unitary Global  

Alternative to the Global FX Market 
 

 

 

Banks levy fees for making and receiving foreign currency payments and these can be substantial. Additional 

costs are often hidden and absorbed into the exchange rates offered. Organisations need a model which is 

cost-effective, efficient, transparent and reliable. They need greater visibility of the costs. They need an 

offering which helps them facilitate transactions in real time. 
 

The Hidden Costs of Foreign Currency Exchange, Pierre-Antoine Dusoulier, Finance Monthly 

 
The Bank for International Settlements (BIS), in its Quarterly Review published in December 2019, concluded 

that a significant portion of the global FX market continues to be settled without payment-versus-payment 

(PvP) protection. Of the USD 18.7 trillion of daily gross FX payment obligations, USD 8.9 trillion 

(approximately half) is at risk. 
 

About Half of Global FX Market Exposed to Settlement Risk, Margaret Law, CLS, Regulation Asia 
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PART 2 

DERIVATIVE FACILITIES – WM’S GLOBAL CURRENCY SWAP FACILITY  
As a Unitary Global Alternative to the Global FX Market 

 

 

A. Overview – The Global FX Market 
 

The Global FX Market is a USD 1 700+ Trillion per annum market. Although it is called a “Global” 
market, it is rather an “International” market in that it does not include all currencies from all 
countries worldwide. It functions 24/5/250, because it is closed on Saturdays, Sundays and over 

major (Western) holidays. Although it functions 24/5/250 for large entities, it is closed to retail 

clients and most corporate clients “after hours”, which means that it de-facto functions sequentially 

– and not simultaneously – worldwide. This is because different time zones mean that it is closed in 

some countries while open in others. In order for this market to function, tens of thousands of 

disparate entities worldwide, with disparate system, standards, security, processes and procedures 

– across multiple varying time zones – are interconnected via electronic means to one another, in 

order to allow their systems to interact. This system cannot be accessed or utilized directly by retail 

clients or most entities, and, rather, it is a heavily intermediated system, with multiple layers of 

intermediaries per process or process-step. As such, use of this system is costly. More details on this 

market can be found at these URLs: 
 

 BIS – Triennial Central Bank Survey: Foreign Exchange Turnover in April 2019: 

https://www.bis.org/statistics/rpfx19_fx.pdf  
 

 Foreign Exchange Market:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foreign_exchange_market  

 

 

 

B. Overview – The WM Unitary Global Currency Swap Facility 
 

The WM Currency Swap Facility is an alternative Facility to the USD 1 700+ Trillion Per Annum Global 

FX Market, that provides the same end-result service, to and across all Market Sectors Globally, but 

with more favorable rates, higher security and faster transaction times. It is accessible to, from and 

in every country worldwide, from any mobile phone or PED. It is a single unitary system, which 

functions 24/7/365, and is simultaneously open to the entire world, with no closure regardless of 

the time of day in any country. It is also open on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. As it is a unitary 

system, it has unitary standards, security, processes and procedures worldwide. There are no 

intermediaries in this system, as all transactions are done on a Pure Peer to Peer (“PP2P”) basis 
directly between WM Members. As such, use of this system is extremely low cost. The “Info and 
How it Works” Page on the WM Platform – at this URL – provides new WM Members with  

Information on how to use the Facility: https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/how-to-do-currency-swaps   

PART 2 

DERIVATIVE FACILITIES – WM’S GLOBAL CURRENCY SWAP FACILITY 

As a Unitary Global Alternative to the Global FX Market 

https://www.bis.org/statistics/rpfx19_fx.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foreign_exchange_market
https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/how-to-do-currency-swaps
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C. Comparative Chart: WM Global Currency Swap vs Global FX Market 
 

WM GLOBAL CURRENCY SWAP vs GLOBAL FX MARKET 

BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL CURRENCY SWAP GLOBAL FX MARKET 

Persons Required to Run Operation 

2 WM System Super-Administrators          

4 WM System Senior Administrators          

Global Agents and VSMPs (at zero cost)   

Global Attorneys / Notaries (at zero cost)  

10+ Million personnel (Low-end Estimate)  

of all Banks, Institutions, Organizations       

and Companies dealing with FX.       

Countries and Territories Covered 245 200+ 

Potential Clients by Coverage Area 

+/- 5.25 Billion                              

Adults aged 20+ with Mobile Phones   

+/- 5.8 Billion                              

Adults aged 15+ with Mobile Phones 

+/- 7.8 Billion                              

Persons with Mobile Phones Worldwide 
 

+/- 2.5 Billion (High-End Estimation)           

(Institutional, Corporate, Private, Banked      

Travel and a percentage of Remittances) 

Status 

Developed, Tested, Proven, Due               

Diligenced and Fully Operational             

in all Countries & Territories Worldwide 

Developed, Tested, Proven, Due               

Diligenced and Fully Operational             

in most Countries Worldwide 

Self-Contained Independent System 
Yes – The WM System is a fully               

Self-Contained, Closed-Loop                  

and Independent System, Worldwide 

No – The entire system is comprised of 

thousands of different systems from 

different entities with different tasks  

Unitary Product and System 

Yes – The entire WM System is               

a Single Unitary Closed-Loop System 

functioning Worldwide 

No – The System comprises Hundreds of 

Fragmented and Disparate entities with 

thousands of branches / sub-entities 

Uniform Global Security & Standards 

Yes – The Security and Standards of the   

WM System are uniform Worldwide,          

as it is a Unitary Closed-Loop System  

No – Each of the thousands of branches    

and sub-entities has varying                  

Security Systems and Standards  

5-Factor Multi-Factor Authentication Yes No 

30-Layer Security System Yes No  

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL CURRENCY SWAP GLOBAL FX MARKET 

KYC by Attorneys in All Countries Yes – At zero cost to WM, Worldwide 

No – It is Systemically impossible for this     

to be implemented among the thousands   

of Fragmented and Disparate entities,       

and International KYC costs are therefore    

up to USD 1 Trillion per annum 

Directly Accessible to All People  

Yes – Directly accessible in all countries 

Worldwide, by any person who has           

any type of Smart Phone or any type of    

pre-Smart Mobile Phone 

No – Only directly accessible to the 

intermediaries that are linked in to the 

system via their specialized equipment.   

The public has to work through them 

Total Access from Any Device 

Yes – Total Access from any Basic Mobile 

Phone, Feature Phone, Smart Phone,  

Tablet, Laptop, PC, other PED; with no 

download and with low data usage, 

24/7/365 

No – Access is only via intermediaries      

who have specialized equipment,  and     

who only function 8/5/250 or 24/5/250 

Accessible from Any Location 

Yes  – From Urban to Rural to                

Remote areas Worldwide. From any 

location with a Basic Mobile Phone Signal 

No – Only accessible via Intermediaries  

who have specialized equipment, either 

online or in primarily Urban areas 

Can be utilized by Unbanked Persons 

Yes – The WM System can be utilized 

directly by all of the                         

+/- 50% of the  World’s  Adult Population 
who are Unbanked 

No – Cannot be used directly by the           

+/- 50% of the World’s Adult Population 
who are Unbanked. Can be used by some    

of them via expensive intermediaries 

Pure Peer 2 Peer Transactions (PP2P) 

Yes – All Transactions on the WM System 

are Directly PP2P between                   

WM Members, with no intermediaries  

No – All Transactions are via     

Intermediaries. Even Transactions called 

“Peer 2 Peer” in fact function                        
via Intermediaries 

Lowest Transaction Costs 

Yes – Compared to all other Global FX 

Market entities, WM has the lowest 

Transaction Costs by Factors 

No – Compared to WM, Global FX Market 

entities have much higher Transaction   

Costs, Fees and FX costs, by Factors 

Hidden Costs and/or Fees 
No – All WM Rates shown transparently, 

clearly and in full, prior to the Transaction 

Yes – Intermediaries can and do vary     

Rates  and/or Fees during or after 

transactions, with only Indicative Rates 

provided prior to the Transaction  

Functions 24 Hours Per Day Yes – Functions 24/24, Worldwide 
No – Dealers = 24 hours per day               

Resellers and  Public = 8 hours per day 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL CURRENCY SWAP GLOBAL FX MARKET 

Functions 7 Days per Week  Yes – Functions 7/7, Worldwide 
No – Only functions 5/7                      

is closed on Weekends and over Holidays  

Functions 365 Days Per Year Yes – Functions 365/365, Worldwide No – Only functions 250/365 

Fastest Transaction Speeds 

Yes – WM Transaction Speed is              

1/100th of a second,                        

for all  Member Transactions,                 

Worldwide, 24/7/365 

No – Only Interbank Transaction Speeds      

are 1/100th of a second 

Transaction Speeds for Resellers vary         

from seconds to minutes to hours             

Transaction Speeds for the public vary      

from minutes to hours to days to weeks 

Time for Transaction Completion 

WM Transaction Completion is               

1/100th of a second,                        

for all Member Transactions,                 

Worldwide, 24/7/365 

Interbank Transaction Completions are in 

1/100th of a second 

Reseller Transaction Completions vary        

from seconds to minutes to hours             

Public Transaction Completions vary         

from minutes to hours to days to weeks 

Instant Settlement 

Yes – WM Settlements are In                 

1/100th of a second,                        

for all  Member Transactions,                 

Worldwide, 24/7/365 

Interbank Settlements are                    

in 1/100th of a second 

Reseller Settlements vary from             

minutes to hours to days                    

Merchant and Public Settlements vary         

from hours to days to weeks to months 

Clients Can Transact in Any Currency 

Yes – WM Members can Transact In any 

Platform Currency Provided by WM           

(Currently 41, and expanding) 

No – In very few countries with              

Free Capital Flows, many (not all)    

currencies can be transacted in 

In the vast majority of countries               

in the world, only                            

the local currency can be transacted in 

Intermediaries Required 

No – Swaps are Pure Peer-to-Peer (PP2P) 

directly between WM Members              

with no Intermediaries  

Yes – Multiple Layers of Intermediaries       

are required, without which                  

no transactions can be implemented 

Intermediary Forces FX Conversion 
No – WM Members set, adjust, accept or 

decline their own Rates themselves  

Yes – Conversion rates are unilaterally set, 

altered and applied by Intermediaries 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL CURRENCY SWAP GLOBAL FX MARKET 

Client Controls Own FX Conversion 
Yes – WM Members set, adjust, accept or 

decline their own Rates themselves 

No – Intermediaries unilaterally set, alter 

and adjust Conversion Rates 

Multiple Intermediary Fees 

No – There are no Intermediaries             

on the WM Platform, and therefore          

there are no Intermediary Fees 

Yes – There are multiple layers of 

Intermediaries, and each one of them        

adds its own charges to fees and costs 

Special Equipment Required to Use 

No – The WM System can be accessed       

and used from any Basic Mobile Phone, 

Feature Phone,  Smart Phone, Tablet,          

Laptop, PC or PED 

Yes – Access and use requires               

Specialized Terminals, which                  

only the Intermediaries have 

Zero Cost Global Marketing Capacity 

Yes – WM has a zero cost Saturation 

Marketing capacity, Globally and within     

all countries Via its VSMPs and Agents 

No – Extremely costly Traditional             

Marketing Methods via TV, Print Media        

and Digital / Social Media are required 

Zero Cost Global Distribution Capacity 

Yes – WM has a zero cost Saturation 

Distribution capacity, Globally and within     

all countries Via its VSMPs and Agents 

No – Extremely costly Traditional             

Distribution Methods via Premises, 

Equipment, Transportation, Management 

Personnel, Administrative Personnel and 

Retail Personnel are required 

Ubiquitous Global Accessibility 

Yes – The WM System can be accessed       

and used from any  Basic Mobile Phones, 

Feature Phones,  Smart Phones, Tablets,      

Laptops, PCs and PEDs; from Urban to Rural 

to Remote areas: from any location with a 

Basic Mobile Phone Signal; 24/7/365;         

WithIn, from and to any and all              

countries Worldwide 

No – Can only be accessed via 

Intermediaries, in Premises that are          

usually in urban areas,                       

or online via closed systems;                 

And is only available via Intermediaries’ 
specialized equipment:                       

And is not available in all countries;            

And is not available                         

over weekends or holidays;                  

And is only available in “Office Hours”             
for the majority on non-institutional users 

Only Exchange Currencies in Set Pairs 

No – Any Platform Currency                  

can be Swapped directly                     

for any other Platform Currency 

Yes – Conversions in the 18 World Reserve 

Currencies are done in set Currency Pairs. 

Conversions outside of these                

Currency Pairs – or conversions of 

currencies that are not among the            

18 World Reserve Currencies require        

two conversions, and are very costly 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL CURRENCY SWAP GLOBAL FX MARKET 

Direct System Competitors Zero Many 

Swap in Escrow to Protect Parties 

Yes – The WM System automatically           

places the currency being swapped and     

the Currency that it is being swapped for 

into  Escrow until the Transaction is 

completed, for full Member protection  

No – Once a Conversion has been 

implemented, it is in the hands of the 

Intermediary only, and can “disappear” for 
minutes, hours, days or weeks; with no 

recourse to the client 

Debt Zero – WM has zero debt 

The total is unknown due to the sheer 

number of tens of thousands of disparate 

entities that are required for this system     

to function internationally. However,     

given the known debts of many of            

the large entities within this system,          

the cumulative debt of all entities will be 

USD Hundreds of Billions to Trillions 
 

Operational Costs (P/A) 

Zero for this WM Facility, because          

WM’s ultra-low running costs are             

fully covered by its                        

Telecommunications component 

The total is unknown due to the sheer 

number of tens of thousands of disparate 

entities that are required for this system     

to function internationally. However,     

given the known Operational Expenses        

of many of the large entities within this 

system,  the cumulative Operational Costs 

of all entities will be                        

USD Hundreds of Billions to Trillions 
 

Operational Costs as % of Revenue 
Zero for this Facility, because                

this Facility runs at zero cost to WM 

The average is unknown due to the sheer 

number of tens of thousands of disparate 

entities that are required for this system     

to function internationally. However,     

given the known Costs as a Percentage        

of Revenue of many of the large entities 

within this system,  the average range of 

Costs as a percentage of Revenue will be      

in the range of 75% to 90% 

SIZE OF THIS MARKET USD 1 721+ TRILLION PER ANNUM 
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D. Notes on the Currency Swap Facility Comparative Chart  
 

1. The Net Volume of USD 6.6 Trillion Per Day X 250 – and not the Gross Volume of USD 8.4 Trillion 

per day X 250 – has been utilized to illustrate the Size of this Market.  

 

2. The Size of the Market shown in the preceding Comparative Chart is the current International FX 

Market. The current FX Market’s volume is limited compared to the total potential market  due 

to: 
 

 The fact that it does not enable access to the 50% of unbanked adults in the world. 
 

 Does not facilitate FX Conversions outside of Currency Pairs. 
 

 Currency Conversions between all currencies worldwide are not recorded in the 

International FX Market – specifically Conversions between most of the World’s Currencies 
that are used in Africa, Latin America and Asia. 

 

3. WM’s Currency Swap Facility facilitates all of the transactions and caters for all of the market 

segments referred to in point 2 above. 

 

4. WM’s Currency Swap Facility is the only Currency Conversion facility worldwide that functions 

24/7/365, including over “weekends” (the days of which vary worldwide), Holidays (the days of 
which vary worldwide) and “After Hours” (which varies worldwide according to time zone). 

 

5. Not included in the International FX Market are the totals of the Global Derivatives Market, 

which totals are to a similar level to those of the International FX Market. Eighty percent of the 

Global Derivatives Market comprises Currency Swap Derivatives. Although the use of the WM 

Currency Swap facility as an alternative to the current Global Derivatives market has not been 

included in this Valuation Document the WM Currency Swap Facility is an alternative to current 

Derivative Currency Swaps that comprise 80% of the Global Derivatives Market. 

 

6. WM’s Trademark for “ICLM” can be seen at this URL: 

https://www.greg.gg/webTradeMarkSearchDetails.aspx?id=2&i=2N+d0ZE0xmo=  

 

7. See overleaf for Extracts from: 

THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM: FROM BARTER TO COMMODITY MONEY TO ELECTRONIC MONEY 
Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Working Paper No. 982, January 2021 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.greg.gg/webTradeMarkSearchDetails.aspx?id=2&i=2N+d0ZE0xmo
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf
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a. Extract 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b. Extract 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With a currency swap, instead of the rates being fixed by government or through the 

regulated bank foreign exchange market, members swap currencies internally on the TMG 

system at rates set by themselves independently of the formal foreign exchange market 

(although the TMG system does provide alternative access via formal global FX markets). 

Thus, the system has opened the possibility of a fixed conversion rate or leaving the 

conversion rate determination to a crossing system in which the rate is set by the volume of 

individual transactions between TMG members at their own rates and according to open 

competition principles. In the academic discussions around fixed versus floating exchange 

rate systems, Keynes, among others (such as Milton Friedman), suggested that contingent 

contracts could provide coverage against the uncertainty caused by volatility of floating 

rates. On the one hand, the TMG system solves this problem with the condition that swap 

rates are produced and presented but need not be accepted if not considered 

representative of the market. On the other hand, hedging instruments such as forex 

forwards and futures are simply mechanisms for hedging short or long positions with the 

opposite position. Thus, a TMG member expecting to discharge a debt in a second currency 

could hedge that risk by means of a currency swap of stored credit to lock in the cost of 

acquiring the second currency, which can be used to meet the payment when the invoice 

arrives. 26 Alternatively, it would be possible for one TMG member to borrow currency from 

another member with a positive net stored-credit balance via an ICLM Stored Credit Swap 

(SCS) in the required currency and lend it via an SCS until the payment is made. In the 

normal forward market this transaction will depend on the rates charged on borrowing and 

lending in the two currencies, but there is no reason why these hedging mechanisms cannot 

take place within the TMG system. It would even be possible for members to offer to 

provide these services operating independently in the market. Since one of the advantages 

of the TMG system is the low cost and rapidity of accounting adjustments in its TMG 

member stored-credit account ledger system, these are all more rapid than money market 

“spot” transactions, which even with real-time gross settlement may clear during the day. To 

produce time transactions, as seen in the above example, would require holding long or 

short positions over time. These could clearly be developed by members within the system 

or by specifying repayment dates for ICLM lending transactions 

 

Moreover, on the TMG platforms there are two currency conversion facilities—the 

“Currency Conversion” facility, an on-demand currency conversion facility functioning on the 

global foreign exchange (FX) markets, and the “Currency Swap” facility, which is a pure peer-

to-peer (PP2P) member-to-member facility where members can swap their own stored 

value between accounts at conversion rates set between the two swapping members 
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E. Valuation of Part 2 
 

Based on the application of a Comparable Company Analysis for this WM Facility, Frost & 

Sullivan has calculated the Discounted Enterprise Value of this Currency Swap Facility at this 

time to be: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USD 17.2 Billion 

The Valuation Methodology utilized if the Comparative Company Analysis Valuation Method.  
 

However, due to multiple factors, including WM’s:  
 

 Ubiquitous global coverage and accessibility  

 Product utility across all market segments in this market sector 

 USPs in terms of pricing, speed, security and other factors 

 Continuous global saturation marketing directly to all end-users at zero cost 

 Zero cost of operations for this Facility, and zero debt 

 The lack of any direct System Competitors 

 

The Comparative Analysis has been carried out using the Market Sector as a whole as the Baseline Comparative Component. 
 

Although multiple detailed models have been constructed and reviewed, the fact that such a situation has never before been 

achieved in any Market Sector – let alone multiple of the highest-value Market Sectors internationally – renders this task as 

inherently difficult, because any model, no matter how detailed, will still be highly speculative.  
 

Moreover, although WM’s business is fully developed, tested, proven, due diligenced and fully operational worldwide at this 
time, and already has 450 Million clients within its VSMPs globally despite having not yet recommenced its global retail 

marketing; it is nevertheless only scheduled to recommence its global retail marketing and global retail operations with its 

refined Platform 2 in Q2 2021. 
 

Consequently, an approach of extreme conservatism has rather been adopted, to cater for the total lack of precedent in this 

situation. 
 

As a result, a methodology that is non-complex – but simultaneously extremely conservative – has been utilized, to cater as 

best as possible for the considerations as listed above. 
 

Therefore, the workings utilized for the Valuation of this component Part are as follow: 
 

1. Market Penetration projection is set at 0.001 of the Potential Market (with no increase) 

2. Earnings are set at 0.01 of Revenues (despite WM’s zero operational costs and zero debt) 
 

3. A multiple of Zero has been applied to earnings (to serve as an additional discount factor) 
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F. Source Information utilized for the Currency Swap Facility Comparative Chart 
 

 BIS – Foreign Exchange Turnover in April 2019, Summary:  

https://www.bis.org/statistics/rpfx19_fx.htm  
 

 BIS – Triennial Central Bank Survey: Foreign Exchange Turnover in April 2019:  

https://www.bis.org/statistics/rpfx19_fx.pdf  
 

 BIS – Foreign Exchange Turnover by Currency Pairs:  

https://www.bis.org/statistics/rpfx19_fx.htm#graph1  
 

 Foreign Exchange Market:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foreign_exchange_market  
 

 UN Sustainable Development / Unbanked:  

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/partnership/?p=7501  
 

 World Bank – Unbanked Persons’ Distribution by Region:  
https://datawrapper.dwcdn.net/Z5ato/4  
 

 World Bank – Banked Persons’ Distribution by Region:  

https://datawrapper.dwcdn.net/Z5ato/4  
 

 World Population Pyramid by age 2021:  

https://www.populationpyramid.net/world/2021  
 

 Forex Scandal:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forex_scandal  
 

 Forex “Fix” may be rigged:  
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/forex/031714/how-forex-fix-may-be-rigged.asp  
 

 Overview of Global FX Market Rates and Fees:  

https://newchangefx.com/understanding-fx-costs  
  

 Overview of WM Currency Swap Rates and Fees:  

https://webtel.mobi/pc/rates/?currency_swap_from=3f5e935b-47c3-458f-9f04-

2f9d85449e3e&amount_swap=1000.00&currency_swap_to=5c568f01-206b-44ab-9d28-

7f6706a905a9&get_swap_rates=Display#active-step 
 

 Number of Mobile Phones Worldwide: 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/245501/multiple-mobile-device-ownership-worldwide  
 

 Frost & Sullivan – Zero Cost Global Marketing & Distribution by VSMPs:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PO3BjgBKR3E 
 

 KYC Costs:  

https://www.fnfresearch.com/news/global-e-kyc-market-revenue-projected-around-   101536  

https://www.fnfresearch.com/e-kyc-market-by-end-user-banks-financial#Keyinsights  
 

 Webtel.mobi: VSMP Handbook: 

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-vsmp-handbook.pdf  
 

 Webtel.mobi: Independent Agent Handbook: 

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-independent-agents-handbook.pdf  
 

 ANOTHER BRETTON WOODS REFORM MOMENT: LET US LOOK SERIOUSLY AT THE CLEARING UNION 

 Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Public Policy Brief No. 154, 2021 

 http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf 
 

 KEYNES’S CLEARING UNION IS ALIVE AND WELL AND LIVING IN YOUR MOBILE PHONE 

 Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Policy Note, 2021/1 

 http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf 
 

 THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM: FROM BARTER TO COMMODITY MONEY TO ELECTRONIC MONEY 

 Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Working Paper No. 982, January 2021 

 http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf 

https://www.bis.org/statistics/rpfx19_fx.htm
https://www.bis.org/statistics/rpfx19_fx.pdf
https://www.bis.org/statistics/rpfx19_fx.htm#graph1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foreign_exchange_market
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/partnership/?p=7501
https://datawrapper.dwcdn.net/Z5ato/4
https://datawrapper.dwcdn.net/Z5ato/4
https://www.populationpyramid.net/world/2021
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forex_scandal
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/forex/031714/how-forex-fix-may-be-rigged.asp
https://newchangefx.com/understanding-fx-costs
https://webtel.mobi/pc/rates/?currency_swap_from=3f5e935b-47c3-458f-9f04-2f9d85449e3e&amount_swap=1000.00&currency_swap_to=5c568f01-206b-44ab-9d28-7f6706a905a9&get_swap_rates=Display#active-step
https://webtel.mobi/pc/rates/?currency_swap_from=3f5e935b-47c3-458f-9f04-2f9d85449e3e&amount_swap=1000.00&currency_swap_to=5c568f01-206b-44ab-9d28-7f6706a905a9&get_swap_rates=Display#active-step
https://webtel.mobi/pc/rates/?currency_swap_from=3f5e935b-47c3-458f-9f04-2f9d85449e3e&amount_swap=1000.00&currency_swap_to=5c568f01-206b-44ab-9d28-7f6706a905a9&get_swap_rates=Display#active-step
https://www.statista.com/statistics/245501/multiple-mobile-device-ownership-worldwide
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PO3BjgBKR3E
https://www.fnfresearch.com/news/global-e-kyc-market-revenue-projected-around-%20%20%20101536
https://www.fnfresearch.com/e-kyc-market-by-end-user-banks-financial#Keyinsights
https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-vsmp-handbook.pdf
https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-independent-agents-handbook.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf
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 PART 3 
 

 

 

 

DERIVATIVE FACILITIES: 
 

 WM’S GLOBAL TITAN SUB-SYSTEM  
 

 

 
As a Unitary Global  

Alternative to the SWIFT System 
 

 

 

SWIFT transfers can take days – sometimes weeks – to reach their destinations.  The 45-year-old system is a 

secure message-sending service between its 11,000 members, which then relies on manual input to transfer 

funds. If the sending and receiving banks do not hold commercial accounts with each other, a payment has to 

travel between one or more intermediary banks, each of which might deduct an unspecified fee and any of 

which might delay or lose the funds. Security and regulatory checks can hold things up still further. When 

money goes missing, the sending bank has to liaise with all the banks along the chain to trace it. Moreover, 

because of the charges levied by each bank along the way, combined fees can be charged for a single 

payment. Poor exchange rates and fluctuating currencies can shave off an extra chunk. The prospect of a 

global system with a single set of rules remains a pipe dream because of political and technological obstacles. 
 

Need a bank to send money abroad?, Anna Tims, The Observer Money  
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PART 3 

DERIVATIVE FACILITIES – WM’S GLOBAL TITAN SUB-SYSTEM  
As a Unitary Global Alternative to the International SWIFT System 

 

 

 

A. Overview – The International SWIFT System 
 

SWIFT is a company in the telecommunications sector that provides the international messaging 

network through which banks and financial institutions manage and control the transfer of money 

between one another. Although SWIFT is a single entity, the international system that it is part of 

comprises tens-of-thousands of entities, that have to interact with one another in order for the 

system to function in any meaningful way. Consequently, the system as a whole is extremely 

disparate, with tens-of-thousands of varying sub-systems and standards. The SWIFT System is 48 

years old in 2021 and was built long before the era of Mobile Phones or the Internet. Many other 

systems that are assumed independent systems – such as IBAN and multiple other systems – are in 

fact subsidiaries or affiliates of SWIFT, or function on SWIFT infrastructure (“rails”). This market is a 
USD 5 000_ Trillion per annum market. 

 

 

 

B. Overview – The WM Unitary Global TITAN Sub-System 
 

The WM TITAN Sub-System is an Alternative Facility to SWIFT in this USD 5 000+ Trillion Per Annum 

Market. The TITAN Sub-System is the world’s first and only global and unitary account system. It is 

available in, to and from every country worldwide, and every WM / TEL.mobi Group Member is 

automatically provided with his/her unique ITAN Number upon joining WM’s Closed-Loop 

Members-Only network as a Member. In combination with WM’s ICLM System for transfers, the 

TITAN Sub-System is the world’s only Global Unitary Account System that facilitates instant global 

transfers directly PP2P in 1/100th of a second, 24/7/365, with lower costs, faster speeds and higher 

levels of security than SWIFT or any other system worldwide. The “Info and How it Works” Page on 
the WM Platform – at this URL – provides new WM Members with Information on how to use the 

Facility:  https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/how-to-use-your-itan-number-and-why   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART 3 

DERIVATIVE FACILITIES – WM’S GLOBAL TITAN SUB-SYSTEM 

As a Unitary Global Alternative to the International SWIFT System 

https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/how-to-use-your-itan-number-and-why
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C. Comparative Chart: WM Global TITAN vs International SWIFT  
 

WM GLOBAL TITAN SYSTEM vs INTERNATIONAL SWIFT SYSTEM 

BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL TITAN INTERNATIONAL SWIFT 

Persons Required to Run Operation 

2 WM System Super-Administrators          

4 WM System Senior Administrators          

Global Agents and VSMPs (at zero cost)   

Global Attorneys / Notaries (at zero cost)  

10 Million+ personnel (Low-end Estimate)   

of 11 000+ institutions involved with funds 

transfers via SWIFT 

Countries and Territories Covered 245 

212                                       

(SWIFT and its Subsidiaries and Affiliates, 

Including IBAN, etc)  

Potential Clients by Coverage Area 

+/- 5.25 Billion                              

Adults aged 20+ with Mobile Phones   

+/- 5.8 Billion                              

Adults aged 15+ with Mobile Phones 

+/- 7.8 Billion                              

Persons with Mobile Phones Worldwide 
 

+/- 2.5 Billion (High-End Estimation)           

(Institutional, Corporate, Private, Banked      

Travel and a percentage of Remittances) 

Status 

Developed, Tested, Proven, Due               

Diligenced and Fully Operational             

in all Countries & Territories Worldwide 

Developed, Tested, Proven, Due               

Diligenced and Fully Operational             

in most Countries Worldwide 

Self-Contained Independent System 

Yes – The WM System is a fully               

Self-Contained, Closed-Loop                  

and Independent System, Worldwide 

No – Although SWIFT is one entity, it  

cannot function without the tens of 

thousands of Institutions, banks and bank 

branches worldwide. The entire  system      

is comprised of thousands of different 

entities with different internal systems     

and standards, and with different tasks  

Unitary Product and System 

Yes – The entire WM System is               

a Single Unitary Closed-Loop System 

functioning Worldwide 

No – Although SWIFT is one entity, the 

ecosystem that it requires to function 

comprises Thousands of Fragmented and 

Disparate entities with thousands of 

branches / sub-entities 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL TITAN INTERNATIONAL SWIFT 

Uniform Global Security & Standards 

Yes – The Security and Standards of the   

WM System are uniform Worldwide,          

as it is a Unitary Closed-Loop System  

No – Each of the thousands of entities     

and sub-entities has varying                  

Security Systems and Standards  

5-Factor Multi-Factor Authentication Yes No 

30-Layer Security System Yes No 

KYC by Attorneys in All Countries Yes – At zero cost to WM, Worldwide 

No – It is Systemically impossible for this     

to be implemented among the thousands   

of Fragmented and Disparate entities,       

and International KYC costs are therefore    

up to USD 1 Trillion per annum 

Directly Accessible to All People 

Yes – Directly accessible in all countries 

Worldwide, by any person who has           

any type of Smart Phone or any type of    

pre-Smart Mobile Phone 

No – Only directly accessible to the 

intermediaries that are linked in to the 

SWIFT system via their specialized 

equipment. External parties and persons 

have to work through them 

Total Access from Any Device 

Yes – Total Access from any Basic Mobile 

Phone, Feature Phone, Smart Phone, Tablet, 

Laptop, PC, other PED; with no download 

and with low data usage, 24/7/365 

No – Access is only via intermediaries      

who have specialized equipment,  and     

who only function 8/5/250 or 24/5/250 

Accessible from Any Location 

Yes  – From Urban to Rural to                

Remote areas Worldwide. From any 

location with a Basic Mobile Phone Signal 

No – Only accessible via Intermediaries  

who have specialized equipment, either 

online or in primarily Urban areas 

Can be Utilized by Unbanked Persons 

Yes – The WM System can be utilized 

directly by all of the                         

+/- 50% of the  World’s  Adult Population 
who are Unbanked 

No – Cannot be used directly by the           

+/- 50% of the World’s Adult Population 
who are Unbanked. Can be used by some    

of them via expensive intermediaries 

Pure Peer 2 Peer Transactions (PP2P) 

Yes – All Transactions on the WM System 

are Directly PP2P between                   

WM Members, with no intermediaries  

No – All Transactions are only via     

Intermediaries (primarily banks) that        

have direct access to the SWIFT System  

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL TITAN INTERNATIONAL SWIFT 

Lowest Transaction Costs 

Yes – Compared to the Transfer Fees, FX 

Conversion Rates, Other Costs of SWIFT  

and all other entities required for and 

involved in a SWIFT Transaction, WM has 

the lowest Transaction Costs by Factors 

No – Compared to WM, transfer via the 

SWIFT System have much higher 

Transaction Costs, Fees and                  

FX Conversion costs, by Factors 

Hidden Costs and/or Fees 
No – All WM Rates shown transparently, 

clearly and in full, prior to the Transaction 

Yes – Intermediaries can and do vary     

Rates  and/or Fees during or after 

transactions, with only Indicative Rates 

provided prior to the Transaction  

Fastest Transaction Speeds 

Yes – WM Transaction Speed is              

1/100th of a second,                        

for all  Member Transfers,                    

Worldwide, 24/7/365 

Transaction Speeds vary                     

from minutes to hours to days to weeks 

Time for Transaction Completion 

WM Transaction Completion is               

1/100th of a second,                        

for all Member Transactions,                 

Worldwide, 24/7/365 

Transaction Completion varies                

from minutes to hours to days to weeks 

Instant Settlement 

Yes – WM Settlements are In                 

1/100th of a second,                        

for all  Member Transactions,                 

Worldwide, 24/7/365 

No – Transaction Completion varies           

from minutes to hours to days to weeks 

Clients Can Transfer in Any Currency 
Yes – WM Members can Transfer In any 

Platform Currency Provided by WM           

(Currently 41, and expanding) 

No – In very few countries with              

Free Capital Flows, transfers can be            

done in many (not all) currencies 

In the vast majority of countries               

in the world, transfers can only be             

done in the local currency 

Functions 24 hours per day   Yes – 24/24, Worldwide 

No                                        

Some Banks  = 24 hours per day               

All Others & Public = 8 hours per day 

Functions “After Hours” & Weekends Yes – Functions 7/7, Worldwide 
No – Only functions 5/7                      

is closed on Weekends and over Holidays  

Functions 365 Days Per Year Yes – Function 365/365, Worldwide No – Only functions 250/365 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL TITAN INTERNATIONAL SWIFT 

Intermediaries Required No – Transfers are Pure Peer 2 Peer 

Yes – Multiple Layers of Intermediaries       

are required, without which                  

no transfers can be implemented 

Intermediary Forces FX Conversion 
No – WM Members set, adjust, accept or 

decline their own Rates themselves  

Yes – Conversion rates are unilaterally set, 

altered and applied by Intermediaries 

Clients Control Own FX Conversions 
Yes – WM Members set, adjust, accept or 

decline their own Rates themselves 

No – Intermediaries unilaterally set, alter 

and adjust Conversion Rates 

Multiple Intermediary Fees 

No – There are no Intermediaries             

on the WM Platform, and therefore          

there are no Intermediary Fees 

Yes – There are multiple layers of 

Intermediaries, and each one of them        

adds its own charges to fees and costs 

Special Equipment Required to Use 

No – The WM System can be accessed       

and used from any Basic Mobile Phone, 

Feature Phone,  Smart Phone, Tablet,          

Laptop, PC or PED 

Yes – Access and use requires               

Specialized Terminals, which                  

only the Intermediaries have 

Zero Cost Global Marketing Capacity 

Yes – WM has a zero cost Saturation 

Marketing capacity, Globally and within     

all countries Via its VSMPs and Agents 

No – Extremely costly Traditional             

Marketing Methods via TV, Print Media        

and Digital / Social Media are required 

Zero Cost Global Distribution Capacity 
Yes – WM has a zero cost Saturation 

Distribution capacity, Globally and within     

all countries Via its VSMPs and Agents 

No – Extremely costly Traditional             

Distribution Methods via Premises, 

Equipment, Transportation, Management 

Personnel, Administrative Personnel and 

Retail Personnel are required 

Ubiquitous Global Accessibility 

Yes – The WM System can be accessed       

and used from any  Basic Mobile Phones, 

Feature Phones,  Smart Phones, Tablets,      

Laptops, PCs and PEDs; from Urban to Rural 

to Remote areas: from any location with a 

Basic Mobile Phone Signal; 24/7/365;         

WithIn from and to any and all               

countries Worldwide 

No – Can only be accessed via 

Intermediaries, in Premises that are          

usually in urban areas,                       

or online via closed systems;                 

And is only available via Intermediaries’ 
specialized equipment:                       

And is not available in all countries;            

And is not available                         

over weekends or holidays;                  

And is only available in “Office Hours”             
for all except the largest banking groups 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL TITAN INTERNATIONAL SWIFT 

Must Transfer in Local Currency No –Transfer in any Platform Currency Yes – For +/- 90% of clients 

Must Receive in Local Currency No – Receive in any Platform Currency Yes – For +/- 90% of clients 

System Hacked by External Parties 

No – The WM System has never been 

successfully hacked or manipulated by 

external parties. As it is a Unitary System 

Globally, it is very difficult for an external 

party to achieve this or carry it out 

Yes – the SWIFT System has been hacked 

and manipulated by external parties on 

various occasions. The sheer number         

of disparate entities with disparate 

standards within the system                 

makes this difficult to prevent 

Unitary and Standardized                

Global Account Number System          

for Every Client in Every Country 

Yes – The only Unitary and Standardized 

Global Account Number System for every 

Member in Every Country,                    

with Unitary Standards, Processes and 

Security. A unique WM Account Number 

called ITAN, or                             

Inter-TEL.mobi Account Number  is 

allocated to every TEL.mobi Group           

Member who has a Mobile Phone,            

in every country, Worldwide.                 

TITAN stands for TEL.mobi Group             

Inter-TEL.mobi Account Number 

No – A Disparate and Fragmented            

System, comprised of different               

SWIFT Codes per Country                     

(200+ variations),                            

a different Identifier for each Bank per 

country (Thousands),                       

a different Branch Code for each Bank 

Branch (Tens-of-Thousands).                  

All of these Banks have varying and 

different Standards, Processes               

and Levels of Security 

Direct System Competitors Zero Many 

Debt Zero 

Unknown – Cumulative Debt of              

all these entities will be                     

USD Hundreds of Billions to Trillions 
 

Operational Costs 

Zero for this WM Facility, because          

WM’s ultra-low running costs are             

fully covered by its                        

Telecommunications component 

Unknown – Cumulative Debt of              

all these entities will be                     

USD Hundreds of Billions to Trillions 
 

Operational Costs as % of Revenue 
Zero for this Facility, because                

this Facility runs at zero cost to WM 
Average in a range of up to 75% to 90% 

SIZE OF THIS MARKET USD 5 293 TRILLION PER ANNUM 
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D. Notes on the TITAN Sub-System Comparative Chart 
 

1. SWIFT is primarily for international transfers. The Market Total in the Comparative Chart 

excludes the total for internal transfers of local currencies within countries, by all of the local / 

internal Transfer Systems within countries. In many countries, internal transfers are as slow and 

as expensive (or even more expensive) than international transfers via the Swift System. 

Moreover, the cumulative volume of internal transfers in local currencies within countries is 

several times higher than the total Per Annum International Transfers via the SWIFT System, 

 

2. WM’s TITAN System can be utilised as an alternative to the SWIFT System for all international 

transfers as detailed in the Comparative Chart. Moreover it can also be used for internal 

transfers in all countries worldwide, and provides the same superiority in speed of transfer and 

much lower costs over the majority of these internal systems as it does over the SWIFT System.  

 

3. Extract from: 

ANOTHER BRETTON WOODS REFORM MOMENT: LET US LOOK SERIOUSLY AT THE CLEARING UNION 

Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Public Policy Brief No. 154, 2021 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

4. Extract from: 

THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM: FROM BARTER TO COMMODITY MONEY TO ELECTRONIC MONEY 

Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Working Paper No. 982, January 2021 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
5. WM’s Trademark for “ITAN” can be seen at this URL: 

https://www.greg.gg/webTradeMarkSearchDetails.aspx?id=2&i=ug0kpxzMt+Y=?height=768  

All inward transfers, currency conversions, currency swaps, or member-to-member ICLM transfers 

are registered as a ledger entry in a member’s account, bearing an Inter-TEL.mobi Account Number 

(ITAN) linked to the mobile number to be debited or credited according to the usage of services or 

transfer instructions. The system may thus be understood as one in which WM provides the clearing 

house mechanism amongst its clients, who are free to engage in global transactions in any currency, 

carried out in real time (in 1/100th of a second), at any time, from anywhere in the world at zero cost. 

This is facilitated by each TMG member being allocated a unique TMG account number linked to their 

unique mobile phone numbers when opening their TMG account. This account number known as an 

Inter-TEL.mobi Account Number (ITAN). The account number system is managed by the TEL.mobi 

Group Inter-Tel.mobi Account Number system (TITAN). It ensures that ICLMs and other transactions 

between TMG members are carried out virtually instantaneously (in 1/100th of a second) with 100 

percent accuracy, wherever in the world the respective TMG members may be, on a 24-hour basis, 7 

days a week, 365 days of the year. 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Its ITANs for members via its TITAN system creates a unitary and global account system with virtually 

instantaneous global transfers between TMG members. 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf
https://www.greg.gg/webTradeMarkSearchDetails.aspx?id=2&i=ug0kpxzMt+Y=?height=768
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E. Valuation of Part 3 
 

Based on the application of a Comparable Company Analysis for this WM Facility, Frost & 

Sullivan has calculated the Discounted Enterprise Value of this TITAN Sub-System at this 

time to be: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USD 52.9 Billion 

The Valuation Methodology utilized if the Comparative Company Analysis Valuation Method.  
 

However, due to multiple factors, including WM’s:  
 

 Ubiquitous global coverage and accessibility  

 Product utility across all market segments in this market sector 

 USPs in terms of pricing, speed, security and other factors 

 Continuous global saturation marketing directly to all end-users at zero cost 

 Zero cost of operations for this Facility, and zero debt 

 The lack of any direct System Competitors 

 

The Comparative Analysis has been carried out using the Market Sector as a whole as the Baseline Comparative Component. 
 

Although multiple detailed models have been constructed and reviewed, the fact that such a situation has never before been 

achieved in any Market Sector – let alone multiple of the highest-value Market Sectors internationally – renders this task as 

inherently difficult, because any model, no matter how detailed, will still be highly speculative.  
 

Moreover, although WM’s business is fully developed, tested, proven, due diligenced and fully operational worldwide at this 
time, and already has 450 Million clients within its VSMPs globally despite having not yet recommenced its global retail 

marketing; it is nevertheless only scheduled to recommence its global retail marketing and global retail operations with its 

refined Platform 2 in Q2 2021. 
 

Consequently, an approach of extreme conservatism has rather been adopted, to cater for the total lack of precedent in this 

situation. 
 

As a result, a methodology that is non-complex – but simultaneously extremely conservative – has been utilized, to cater as 

best as possible for the considerations as listed above. 
 

Therefore, the workings utilized for the Valuation of this component Part are as follow: 
 

1. Market Penetration projection is set at 0.001 of the Potential Market (with no increase) 
 

2. Earnings are set at 0.01 of Revenues (despite WM’s zero operational costs and zero debt) 
 

3. A multiple of Zero has been applied to earnings (to serve as an additional discount factor) 
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F. Source Information utilized for the TITAN Sub-System Comparative Chart 
 

 SWIFT:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Society_for_Worldwide_Interbank_Financial_Telecommunication  

https://www.swift.com/about-us  
 

 Volume facilitated by SWIFT in 2004 was $5 Trillion per day with 10 million transactions / day (volume of transactions 

only). Estimating proportionally  2020 volume in USD = 19 Trillion per day: This amount is calculated by proportionally 

combining historical data from Fincen: https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/shared/Appendix_D.pdf  

and current figures at  SWIFT FIN Traffic and Figures: https://www.swift.com/about-us/swift-fin-traffic-figures  
 

 Clearing volumes are USD 18.7 Trillion per day: 

https://www.regulationasia.com/about-half-of-global-fx-market-exposed-to-settlement-risk/  
 

 Wired: Hackers use SWIFT Credentials:  

https://www.wired.com/2016/05/insane-81m-bangladesh-bank-heist-heres-know  
 

 Bloomberg: Up to 12 Banks Hacked via SWIFT:  

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-05-26/swift-hack-probe-expands-to-up-to-dozen-banks-beyond-

bangladesh  
 

 Forging SWIFT MT Payment Messages: 

https://labs.f-secure.com/blog/forging-swift-mt-payment-messages  
 

 Need a bank to send money abroad? It’s faster to take a suitcase of cash on a plane 

https://www.theguardian.com/money/2018/dec/09/banking-swift-money-transfer-worldwide-delay  
 

 Number of Mobile Phones Worldwide: 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/245501/multiple-mobile-device-ownership-worldwide  
 

 UN Sustainable Development / Unbanked:  

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/partnership/?p=7501  
 

 World Bank – Unbanked Persons’ Distribution by Region: 
 https://datawrapper.dwcdn.net/Z5ato/4  

 

 World Bank – Banked Persons’ Distribution by Region:  

https://datawrapper.dwcdn.net/Z5ato/4   
 

 World Population Pyramid by age 2021:  

https://www.populationpyramid.net/world/2021  
 

 Frost & Sullivan – zero cost Global Marketing by VSMPs:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PO3BjgBKR3E 
 

 KYC Costs:  
https://www.fnfresearch.com/news/global-e-kyc-market-revenue-projected-around-101536  

https://www.fnfresearch.com/e-kyc-market-by-end-user-banks-financial#Keyinsights  
 

 Webtel.mobi: VSMP Handbook: 

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-vsmp-handbook.pdf  
 

 Webtel.mobi: Independent Agent Handbook: 

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-independent-agents-handbook.pdf  
 

 ANOTHER BRETTON WOODS REFORM MOMENT: LET US LOOK SERIOUSLY AT THE CLEARING UNION 

Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Public Policy Brief No. 154, 2021 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf 
 

 KEYNES’S CLEARING UNION IS ALIVE AND WELL AND LIVING IN YOUR MOBILE PHONE 

Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Policy Note, 2021/1 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf 
 

 THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM: FROM BARTER TO COMMODITY MONEY TO ELECTRONIC MONEY 

Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Working Paper No. 982, January 2021 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Society_for_Worldwide_Interbank_Financial_Telecommunication
https://www.swift.com/about-us
https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/shared/Appendix_D.pdf
https://www.swift.com/about-us/swift-fin-traffic-figures
https://www.regulationasia.com/about-half-of-global-fx-market-exposed-to-settlement-risk/
https://www.wired.com/2016/05/insane-81m-bangladesh-bank-heist-heres-know
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-05-26/swift-hack-probe-expands-to-up-to-dozen-banks-beyond-bangladesh
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-05-26/swift-hack-probe-expands-to-up-to-dozen-banks-beyond-bangladesh
https://labs.f-secure.com/blog/forging-swift-mt-payment-messages
https://www.theguardian.com/money/2018/dec/09/banking-swift-money-transfer-worldwide-delay
https://www.statista.com/statistics/245501/multiple-mobile-device-ownership-worldwide
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/partnership/?p=7501
https://datawrapper.dwcdn.net/Z5ato/4
https://datawrapper.dwcdn.net/Z5ato/4
https://www.populationpyramid.net/world/2021
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PO3BjgBKR3E
https://www.fnfresearch.com/news/global-e-kyc-market-revenue-projected-around-101536
https://www.fnfresearch.com/e-kyc-market-by-end-user-banks-financial#Keyinsights
https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-vsmp-handbook.pdf
https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-independent-agents-handbook.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf
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A single efficient and resilient global 24/7 running payment system should allow natural and legal persons 

to initiate CBDC (domestic and cross-border) payment orders, directly and/or through a third party, to any 

other CBDC account and/or token based CBDC. The global payment system should be equipped with an 

instant CBDC settlement facility in central bank money and it should replace all current payment/settlement 

arrangements. 
 

“Principles for a global central bank digital currency and a single global payment system” 

Mihai Voicu and Irina Mihai 

 

 PART 4 
 

 

 

 

DERIVATIVE FACILITIES: 
 

 WM’S GLOBAL ICLM PAYMENT SYSTEM  
 

 

 
As a Unitary Global  

Single Payment System 
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PART 4 

DERIVATIVE FACILITIES – WM’S GLOBAL ICLM PAYMENT SYSTEM  
As a Unitary Global Single Payment System 

 
 

 

A. Overview – The Current International Payments Systems 
The Global Payments Sector is one of the world’s largest commercial sectors. The total size of the 

Payments market has not yet been properly quantified. This is primarily due to the disparate nature 

of the collation of information on Payment methods and markets. The markets are primarily 

segmented into Offline and Online Payment Markets, with various payment methods utilized in both 

market segments. These include Card Payments, Payments by Mobile Wallet, Payment by Bank 

Transfer, Payments by Mobile Wallets and Mobile Apps, Payments by PSP and Payment Gateway 

and Payment by Online Wallet. All of these Payment Methods have vastly varying and disparate 

systems, processes, security, costs and fees, settlement times, retention rates, etc. It is a very 

fractured Market Sector. A Market Size of USD 1 000+ Trillion Per Annum has been assigned in this 

document. This is, however, a greatly understated figure, and is utilized only due to the fact that this 

figure is one for which appropriate source documents can be provided. The actual figure is more 

likely to be closer to the annual figure for the Global SWIFT market, because much of the SWIFT 

Transfers are for the purpose of Payments. Moreover, these totals only relate to Digital and 

Electronic Payments. However, the Global Cash Payments Market is estimated to be two to three 

times larger than the cumulative Digital / Electronic Payments Market. 

 

 

B. Overview – The WM Unitary and Global ICLM Payments System 
 

The WM ICLM Payment Method is a Unitary and Global Single Payments System. It is equally 

applicable to, in and for both Online and Offline Payments. It requires no specialized equipment or 

API integration – other than possessing a Smart Phone or Pre-Smart Mobile Phone and a WM 

account – to acquire utilize in full and instantly upon joining WM as a Member. It provides faster 

transaction times (instant), higher security, lower costs and fees, faster settlement in full (instant), 

and more detailed and more rapid reporting (instant) than any other payment system. It also 

prevents the possibility of chargebacks. It also provides the same unitary system and standards 

globally, 24/7/365; as a Unified Single Payment Alternative for all types of Online or Offline 

Payments – including Cash Payments. The “Info and How it Works” Page on the WM Platform – at 

this URL – provides new WM Members with Information on how to use the Facility: 

https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/how-to-do-a-new-top-up-transfer  
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DERIVATIVE FACILITIES – WM’S GLOBAL ICLM PAYMENT SYSTEM 

As a Unitary Global Single Payment System 

https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/how-to-do-a-new-top-up-transfer
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C. Comparative Chart: WM ICLM Payments vs Current Payments Systems 
 

WM GLOBAL ICLM PAYMENTS vs CURRENT PAYMENTS SYSTEMS 

BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL ICLM PAYMENTS INTERNAT. PAYMENTS SYSTEMS 

Persons Required to Run Operation 

2 WM System Super-Administrators          

4 WM System Senior Administrators          

Global Agents and VSMPs (at zero cost)   

Global Attorneys / Notaries (at zero cost)  

15 Million+ personnel (Low-end Estimate)   

of all Banks, Card Companies, and Other 

Payments Companies worldwide  

Countries and Territories Covered 245 245 – Including Cash Payments 

Potential Clients by Coverage Area 

+/- 5.25 Billion                              

Adults aged 20+ with Mobile Phones   

+/- 5.8 Billion                              

Adults aged 15+ with Mobile Phones 

+/- 7.8 Billion                              

Persons with Mobile Phones Worldwide 
 

+/- 3 Billion                                

Adults aged 20+ Banked / with Cards 

+/- 3.4 Billion                              

Adults aged 15+ Banked / with Cards 

+/- 7.8 Billion                              

Persons able to use cash Worldwide 

Status 

Developed, Tested, Proven, Due               

Diligenced and Fully Operational             

in all Countries & Territories Worldwide 

Developed, Tested, Proven, Due             

Diligenced and Fully Operational in           

most Countries & Territories Worldwide,       

or all Countries and Territories Worldwide    

if including Cash Payments 

Self-Contained Independent System 

Yes – The WM System is a fully               

Self-Contained, Closed-Loop                  

and Independent System, Worldwide 

Yes – For Cash Payments.                   

Only the person with the cash is required. 

No – For all Other Payment Systems.      

They  rely on multiple parties                

and/or intermediaries for their               

services to function  

5-Factor Multi-Factor Authentication Yes No 

30-Layer Security System Yes No 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL ICLM PAYMENTS INTERNAT. PAYMENTS SYSTEMS 

Unitary Product and System 

Yes – The entire WM System is               

a Single Unitary Closed-Loop System 

functioning Worldwide 

Yes – For Cash Payments.                   

Only the cash is required 

No –For all Other Payment Systems.         

The ecosystem that any segment of the 

Payments Market requires to function 

comprises Thousands of Fragmented and 

Disparate entities with Thousands of 

branches / sub-entities 

Uniform Global Security and Standards 

Yes – The Security and Standards of the   

WM System are uniform Worldwide,          

as it is a Unitary Closed-Loop System  

No – Each of the thousands of entities     

and sub-entities has varying                  

Security Systems and Standards  

Directly Accessible to All People 

Yes – Directly accessible in all countries 

Worldwide, by any person who has           

any type of Smart Phone or any type           

of pre-Smart Mobile Phone 

Yes – For Cash Payments.                   

Cash is Ubiquitously available 

No – For all Other Payment Systems.          

Only directly accessible to people who        

are Banked, or who have cards, or who   

have unrestricted access to internet or 

mobile data, and who are in                  

Free Capital Flow countries. 

Total Access from Any Device 

Yes – Total Access from any Basic Mobile 

Phone, Feature Phone, Smart Phone,  

Tablet, Laptop, PC, other PED; with no 

download and with low data usage, 

24/7/365 

N/A – For Cash Payments.                    

No device is needed. 

No – For Digital Payments.                  

Downloadable Applications, Mobile Apps 

and JavaScript-based Online Applications 

cannot be used by the 50%+ of pre-Smart 

Phones in use worldwide 

Can be Utilized by Unbanked Persons 

Yes – The WM System can be utilized 

directly by all of the                        

+/- 50% of the  World’s  Adult Population 

who are Unbanked 

Yes – For Cash Payments 

Yes – For Pre-Paid Debit Cards (that have      

an extremely low penetration among the 

Unbanked to due extremely high costs) 

No – For almost all Other Payment 

Systems, which require the user             

to be Banked 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL ICLM PAYMENTS INTERNAT. PAYMENTS SYSTEMS 

Pure Peer 2 Peer Transactions (PP2P) 

Yes – All Transactions on the WM System 

are Directly PP2P between                   

WM Members, with no intermediaries  

Yes –  For Cash Payments.                    

Cash Payments are the only Payments  

other than WM’s ICLM Payments             
that are Pure Peer 2 Peer (PP2P)             

No – For all Other Payment Systems.         

All Transactions are via Intermediaries        

on the back-end (PSPs, Processors,           

Banks, Card Companies, FX Conversion 

companies, etc), including those that         

are sometimes called “P2P” 

Lowest Transaction Costs 

Yes – Compared to the Transfer Fees, FX 

Conversion Rates, Other Costs of SWIFT  

plus all other entities required for and 

involved in a SWIFT Transaction, WM has 

the lowest Transaction Costs by Factors 

Yes – For Cash Payments 

No – For all Other Payment Systems. 

Compared to WM, all other                  

Payment Systems’ costs are higher      
(directly or hidden)  

Hidden Costs and Fees 
No – All WM Rates shown transparently, 

clearly and in full, prior to the Transaction 

No – For Cash Payments 

Yes – For all Other Payment Systems.         

All other Payment Systems’ Costs and/or 

Fees are higher than WM. Even “zero      
cost” methods have hidden fees in the        

FX Conversion rates or in the fees             

charged by their Intermediaries that           

they receive a percentage of 

Fastest Transaction Speeds 

Yes – WM Transaction Speed is              

1/100th of a second,                        

for all  Member Transfers,                    

Worldwide, 24/7/365 

Yes – For Cash Payments 

Yes – For most Card and Online Payments 

No – For Other Payment Methods 

Time for Transaction Completion 

WM Transaction Completion is               

1/100th of a second,                        

for all Member Transactions,                 

Worldwide, 24/7/365 

Immediate – For Cash Payments 

Immediate – For most Card and             

Online Payments 

Minutes to Hours to Days – For Other 

Payment Systems 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL ICLM PAYMENTS INTERNAT. PAYMENTS SYSTEMS 

Instant Settlement 

Yes – WM Settlements are In                 

1/100th of a second,                        

for all  Member Transactions,                 

Worldwide, 24/7/365 

Yes – For Cash Payments 

Partially – For many Card and Online 

Payments. For the Buyer / Payee it is         

often immediate, but for the Merchant / 

Recipient Settlement takes Hours,            

Days, Weeks or Months 

No – For some Card Payments, Online 

Payments, and other Payment Systems, 

Settlement to Merchants / Recipients          

can take Minutes, Hours, Days,               

Weeks or Months 

Clients can Transact in Any Currency 
Yes – WM Members can Transfer In any 

Platform Currency Provided by WM           

No – For Cash Payments. Transactions         

take place only in the local currency. 

No – For all Other Payment Systems.         

In (very few)  countries with Free          

Capital Flows, Payments can be               

made in many (not all) currencies  

No – For all Other Payment Systems.         

In other countries in the world without    

Free Capital Flows, where Payment can   

only be made in  the local currency 

Functions 24 Hours Per day Yes – Functions 24/24, Worldwide 

No – For Cash Payments. Cash Payments 

require physical interaction between 

people, and are therefore generally only 

available during “Working Hours”, which   

are generally 8/24 to 12/2.                   

Cash Payments are also not able to be 

utilized on a worldwide / global basis         

due to restrictions on transportation of 

large amounts of cash, and physical           

FX Conversion requirements 

No – For all Other Payment Systems. Only 

the front-end Debiting of Payments occurs 

24/24. The back-end Processing and 

Settlement of Payments do not – in almost 

all cases – take place “After Hours”, and 

rather function on an 8/24 to 12/24 basis. 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL ICLM PAYMENTS INTERNAT. PAYMENTS SYSTEMS 

Functions “After Hours” & Weekends Yes – Functions 7/7, Worldwide 

No – For Cash Payments. Cash Payments 

require physical interaction between 

people, and are therefore generally only 

available during “Working Hours”,            
which are generally 8/5 to 12/5 

No – For all other Payment Systems.          

Only the front-end Debiting of Payments 

occurs in real-time. The back-end  

Processing and Settlement of Payments 

generally only take place during “Working 
Hours”, which are generally 8/5 to 12/5 

Functions 365 Days Per Year  Yes – Functions 365/365, Worldwide 

No – For Cash Payments. Cash Payments 

require physical interaction between 

people, and are therefore generally only 

available during “Working Days”, which      
are generally 250/365 or 313/365 

No – For all other Payment Systems. Only 

the front-end Debiting of Payments occurs 

in real-time. The back-end Processing and 

Settlement of Payments generally only   

take place during “Working Days”, which 
are generally 250/365 or 313/365 

Intermediaries Required 

No – ICLM Payments are                     

Pure Peer 2 Peer (PP2P)                      

directly between WM Members              

with no Intermediaries  

No – For Cash Payments. Cash Payments   

are Pure Peer 2 Peer (PP2P). They are the 

only Payments outside of WM ICLM 

Payments that are PP2P 

Yes – For all Other Payment Systems.    

There are Multiple Layers of              

Intermediary required for all Transactions 

(Payment Processors, PSPs, Payment 

Gateways, Banks, Card Companies,            

FX Companies, etc) in the Payment Chain. 

Even those that are sometimes               

called “P2P” are in fact routed                              
via various intermediary Systems. 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL ICLM PAYMENTS INTERNAT. PAYMENTS SYSTEMS 

Intermediary Forces FX Conversion 
No – WM Members set, adjust, accept        

or decline their own Rates themselves  

No – For Cash Payments. There is no FX 

Conversion, as Cash Payments are made 

and accepted in one Local Currency 

Yes – For all Other Payment Systems. 

Conversion rates are unilaterally set,  

altered and applied by Intermediaries 

Clients Control Own FX Conversions 
Yes – WM Members set, adjust, accept or 

decline their own Rates themselves 

No – For Cash Payments. There are no FX 

Conversions in physical Cash Payment 

Transactions, because they are almost 

exclusively local payments                    

in local currency 

No – For all Other Payment Systems. 

Intermediaries unilaterally set, alter and 

adjust Conversion Rates 

Multiple Intermediary Fees 

No – There are no Intermediaries             

on the WM Platform, and therefore          

there are no Intermediary Fees 

No – For Cash Payments. There are no 

Intermediaries in Cash Payment 

Transactions, and therefore  there are        

no Intermediary Fees 

Yes – For all Other Payment Systems.   

There are multiple intermediary layers,  and 

each one of them adds its own Direct  or 

Indirect / Hidden charges / costs / fees  

Special Equipment Required to Use 

No – The WM System can be accessed       

and used from any Basic Mobile Phone, 

Feature Phone,  Smart Phone, Tablet,          

Laptop, PC or PED 

No – For Cash Payments 

Yes – For all Other Payment Systems.         

Users cannot access these Systems online 

from the 50% of Pre-Smart Phones in use    

in the world, if the Systems use Online    

Apps, Downloadable Apps or Mobile           

Apps  that function using JavaScript 

Zero Cost Global Marketing Capacity 

Yes – WM has a zero cost Saturation 

Marketing capacity, Globally and within     

all countries Via its VSMPs and Agents 

N/A – For Cash Payments. No marketing    

of the potential of Cash is required 

No – For all Other Payment Systems. 

Extremely costly Traditional                  

Marketing Methods via TV, Print Media        

and Digital / Social Media are required 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL ICLM PAYMENTS INTERNAT. PAYMENTS SYSTEMS 

Zero Cost Global Distribution Capacity 

Yes – WM has a zero cost Saturation and 

Ubiquitous Distribution capacity, Globally 

and within  all countries Via its               

VSMPs and Agents 

N/A – For Cash Payments. Accessibility        

to Cash is ubiquitous. 

No – For all Other Payment Systems. 

Extremely costly Traditional                  

Distribution Methods via Premises, 

Equipment, Transportation, Management 

Personnel, Administrative Personnel and 

Retail Personnel are required 

Ubiquitous Global Accessibility 

Yes – The WM System can be accessed       

and used from any  Basic Mobile Phones, 

Feature Phones,  Smart Phones, Tablets,      

Laptops, PCs and PEDs; from Urban to    

Rural to Remote areas: from any location 

with a Basic Mobile Phone Signal;        

24/7/365;  WithIn from and to any           

and all countries Worldwide 

N/A – For Cash Payments. Access to         

Cash is Ubiquitous 

No – For all Other Payment Systems.     

Users cannot access these Systems online 

from the 50% of Pre-Smart Phones in use    

in the world, if the Systems use Online    

Apps, Downloadable Apps or Mobile           

Apps  that function using JavaScript. 

Moreover, in countries with high mobile 

data costs and/or predominantly              

“PrePaid” Mobile Contracts (both of          
which comprise 70% of the world’s 

countries and market  segments), Rich / 

Dynamic Image sites are not possible to 

utilize due to  cost considerations 

Percentage of Payment Retained No – Instant Settlement in Full 

No – For Cash Payments 

Yes – For most Other Payment Systems.      

A Percentage of Funds is retained by           

PSPs / Payment Gateways / Card  

Companies / other entities to cover the 

potential for chargebacks or other claims. 

Chargebacks Incurred  No – Not possible over the WM System 

N/A – For Cash Payments 

Yes- For the Majority of Other Payment 

Systems, wherever Payment by               

Credit Card or Debit Card takes place 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL ICLM PAYMENTS INTERNAT. PAYMENTS SYSTEMS 

Is a potential Practical Facilitator of or 

for the “Cashless Society” objective 

Yes – It has the Ubiquitous Coverage and 

Accessibility of Cash, the Low Costs,     

Instant Utility and Settlement for 

Consumers / Buyers and Merchants /    

Sellers and no Intermediaries of Cash       

and facilitates Payments by the            

Unbanked and Underbanked. 

Simultaneously, it also provides      

consistent Global Standards of safety       

and security in respect of providing 

protection against Physical Theft,            

Physical Loss, Counterfeiting, Money 

Laundering, undetectable use for other 

Criminal Activities, automatic and 

inalterable ledger-keeping, and is able        

to be used for Multicurrency Payments     

and International Payments 

No – For Cash Payments. They do not 

provide consistent Global Standards of  

safety and security in respect of providing 

protection against Physical Theft, Physical 

Loss, Counterfeiting, Money Laundering, 

undetectable use for other Criminal 

Activities, automatic and inalterable 

ledger-keeping, and are not able to be 

used for Multicurrency and International 

Payments. They also do not and       

cannot provide the possibility for instant 

transactions in, to and from all countries 

worldwide, with PP2P FX Conversion or 

FX Swap to / between all Platform 

Currencies, and Payment in – or Receipt 

in  –- all  Platform Currencies 

 

No – For All Other {Payment Systems. 

They are susceptible to Higher Costs, 

Delayed Utility and Settlement for 

Consumer / Buyer and Merchant / Seller, 

multiple Intermediaries, often no 

24/7/365 use but rather 5/8/250 use, and 

are unable to be used by the majority of 

Unbanked and/or Underbanked persons 

worldwide. They also do not and cannot 

provide the possibility for instant 

transactions in, to and from all countries 

worldwide, with PP2P FX Conversion or 

FX Swap to / between all Platform 

Currencies, and Payment in – or Receipt 

in  –- all  Platform Currencies 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL ICLM PAYMENTS INTERNAT. PAYMENTS SYSTEMS 

Provides the Total Utility                

of  Cash Payments                      

combined with the                      

Global Use + Security +                  

Convertibility of Digital Payments 

(Continues Overleaf) 

Yes – WM Payments provide all of the 

Instant Utility, Instant Full Settlement and 

all other Attributes of Cash Payments, 

combined with all of the Safety, Security 

and Convenience of Digital Payments.         

They are also able to be utilized by all 

Unbanked and/or Underbanked persons, 

Worldwide 

No – For Cash Payments. Cash Payments 

also have – like WM’s ICLM Payments – 

the Lowest Costs, Instant Utility and 

Settlement for Consumer / Buyer and 

Merchant / Seller, no Intermediaries, and 

facilitate Payments by the Unbanked and 

Underbanked. However, unlike WM’s 
ICLM Payments, they are susceptible to 

Physical Theft, Physical Loss, 

Counterfeiting, Money Laundering, 

undetectable use for other Criminal 

Activities, have no automatic and 

inalterable ledger-keeping, are unable to 

be used for Multicurrency Payments, and 

are unable to be used for Global or even 

International Payments. 

No – For Other Non-Cash Payment 

Methods. They also provide – like WM’s 
ICLM Payments, but to varying degrees 

and not to WM’s consistent standards 
Globally – safety and security in respect 

of providing protection against Physical 

Theft, Physical Loss, Counterfeiting, 

Money Laundering, undetectable use for 

other Criminal Activities, and provide 

automatic and inalterable ledger-keeping,  

and are able to be used for Multicurrency 

and International Payments. However, 

unlike WM’s ICLM Payments, they are 

susceptible to Higher Costs, Delayed 

Utility and Settlement for Consumer / 

Buyer and Merchant / Seller, multiple 

Intermediaries, often no 24/7/365 use 

but rather 5/8/250 use, and are unable to 

be used by the majority of Unbanked 

and/or Underbanked persons worldwide 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL ICLM PAYMENTS INTERNAT. PAYMENTS SYSTEMS 

(Continues from preceding page) 

Provides the Total Utility                

of  Cash Payments                      

combined with the                      

Global Use + Security +                  

Convertibility of Digital Payments 

Yes – WM Payments provide all of the 

Instant Utility, Instant Full Settlement       

and all other Attributes of Cash       

Payments, combined with all of the      

Safety, Security and Convenience of      

Digital Payments.  They are also able          

to be utilized by all Unbanked and/or 

Underbanked persons, Worldwide 

No – For all Payment Methods other          

than WM. Unlike WM’s ICLM Payments, 
they do not and cannot provide the 

possibility for instant transactions in,         

to and from all countries worldwide,        

with PP2P FX Conversion or FX Swap          

to / between all Platform Currencies,         

and Payment in – or Receipt in  –             

all  Platform Currencies 

Payment Deducted in Local Currency No – Any Platform Currency 

Yes – For Cash Payments 

Yes – For the Majority of Online /             

Digital / Card Payments in countries           

that do not have Free capital Flows. 

No – For the Minority of Online /             

Digital / Card Payments in countries           

that have Free Capital Flows – but even 

then, not for or in All Currencies.  

Payment Received in Local Currency 
No – Can be received in                      

any Platform Currency 

Yes – For Cash Payments 

Yes – For the Majority of Online /             

Digital / Card Payments in countries         

that do not have Free capital Flows,      

where entities cannot have              

Multicurrency Accounts                      

or Settlement. 

No – For the Minority of Online /             

Digital / Card Payments in countries           

that have Free Capital Flows, where          

entities can have Multicurrency              

Accounts or Settlement – but even            

then, not for, or in, All Currencies. 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL ICLM PAYMENTS INTERNAT. PAYMENTS SYSTEMS 

Direct System Competitors Zero Many 

Enables Crossover  Between New       

and Legacy Environments 
Yes 

No 

Debt Zero 

Unknown – Cumulative Debt of              

all entities participating in the Payments 

Sector worldwide will be                     

USD Hundreds of Billions to Trillions 

Operational Costs 

Zero for this WM Facility, because          

WM’s ultra-low running costs are             

fully covered by its                        

Telecommunications component 

Unknown – Cumulative Debt of              

all entities participating in the               

Payments Sector will be                      

USD Hundreds of Billions to Trillions 

Operational Costs as % of Revenue 
Zero for this Facility, because                

this Facility runs at zero cost to WM 
Average in a range of up to 75% to 90% 

SIZE OF THIS MARKET USD 1 067 TRILLION PER ANNUM 
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D. Notes on the ICLM Payments Comparative Chart 
 

1. The Recorded Statistics of the Global Payments Market are both incomplete and overlapping, 

and they generally include only Digital Payments. They are also far too low, because they ignore 

the largest Payments market – by factors – in the world. 

 

2. They overlap because, due to the lack of a generally-accepted standard for the classification of 

recording of information globally, the same payments can be recorded multiple times under 

different classifications. For example, the same Online Card Payments can be recorded under 

the annual totals of Card Payments, and B2B Payments, and B2C Payments, and Cross-Border 

Payments, etc. This applies across all Digital Payment types. 

 

3. They are incomplete in that Reliable and Accurate Statistics are not collected by any central 

organisation worldwide – or in any country – for all payment types. One of the reasons for this is 

that the source information needs to be collected from or provided by the entities facilitating 

and./or processing the payments, but the reporting standards and styles of all of these tens-of-

thousands of entities vary to great extremes. 

 

4. They are far too low because they disregard the largest Payment Market – by Factors – in the 

world, which is the cash Payments Market. Digital Payments still comprise less than 50% of 

Payments even in the most Developed Countries in the world (that have cumulatively less than 

15% of the World’s Population). In Developing Countries in Africa, Latin America and Asia, Digital 
Payments comprise only between 8% to 30% of Payments. The balance of all Payments 

worldwide is in Cash – and these totals and statistics are completely unrecorded. 

 

5. A way to approximate the actual Global Total for Payments is to take the total of SWIFT 

Transfers annually – because approximately 75% of SWIFT Transfers are related to Payments of 

one kind or another, whereas only 25% of SWIFT Transfers are related to Speculative activities 

of one kind or another. This is generally a good baseline assumption. Added to that should be a 

similar ratio for internal local currency transfers within countries. However, even those 

combined will be dwarfed by the Cash Payments Sector globally – particularly because in the 

vast majority of countries worldwide, all Payments are primarily cash-based. 

 

6. As such, the cumulative Size of the market for Payments in this Comparative Chart is – in the 

view of Webtel.mobi – low. This is despite the view of Webtel.mobi that the total provided will 

include duplication of some market totals as a result of overlapping statistics. The Market Size 

Total in this Comparative Chart is, however, provided as is because it can be substantiated by 

source documents and data – whereas source documents and data do not exist for the other 

Market Segments described above. 
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7. Details of the Cash Payments Market can be seen in the “World Cash Report” at these URLs. 

However, they are – although providing much more data that is usually available from any other 

source – incomplete: 
 

a. World Cash Report 2018:  
https://www.g4scashreport.com/-/media/g4s/cash-report/files/2018-world-cash-report---

english.ashx?la=en&hash=0F3BECD46B4820D7FA32112E99252AAB  
 

b. World Cash Report Overview:  
https://www.g4scashreport.com  

 

c. World Cash Report Top Facts: 
https://www.g4scashreport.com/top-facts 

 

8. Webtel.mobi’s ICLM Payments Facility provides a bridge between Digital Payments and Cash 

Payments. It combines the Ubiquitous Utility and Convenience of Cash Payments with the 

Security and other Advantages of Digital Payments, in, to and from all countries worldwide. It is 

therefore as applicable to the Global Cash Payments Market as it is to the Global Digital 

Payments Market.  
 

9. Moreover, it has the same utility for both Online and Offline use.  

 

10. It is free to join WM as a Member, and as soon as a Member has joined and been automatically 

assigned their unique ITAN Number they are – other than being able to make Payments to other 

WM Members – able to immediately Accept Payment from other WM Members worldwide, in 

or from all WM Platform Currencies. All that they have to do is display their ITAN Number and 

Registered Mobile Number – as shown below – and they are immediately able to accept 

payments into their WM Account in any WM Platform Currency. They can also choose to specify 

if the Payment Fee is for the Seller’s or the Payee’s Account, whether Payment Confirmation by 
text is required or not, and what currencies they will accept Payment in. This facilitates 

immediate Payment Acceptance without any further equipment, terminal, API Integration or 

other integration requirements, whether the Member is an offline Retailer / Merchant, or an 

Online Retailer / Merchant. Details of this can be found in WM’s ICLM Handbook, at this URL:  

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-iclm-handbook.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We Accept TEL.mobi ICLMs 

 

ITAN:  WM0000000000000000000 
 

Mobile:  +xx xxxx xxx xxx 
 

Description:  Your Receipt Number  
 

Payment Fee:  For your Account 
 

Payment Currency:  GBP  EUR  CHF 
 

Confirmation by Text:  Yes 

 

 

We Accept TEL.mobi ICLMs 

 

ITAN:  WM0000000000000000000 
 

Mobile:  +xx xxxx xxx xxx 
 

Description:  Your Item Number  
 

Payment Fee:  For your Account 
 

Payment Currency:  USD  CAD  MXP 
 

Confirmation by Text:  No 

 

 

We Accept TEL.mobi ICLMs 

 

ITAN:  WM0000000000000000000 
 

Mobile:  +xx xxxx xxx xxx 
 

Description:  Your Transaction No. 
 

Payment Fee:  For our Account 
 

Payment Currency:  CNY  JPY  HKD 

SGD  AUD  NZD  THB  RUB  ZAR  AED 
 

 

Confirmation by Text:  Yes 

 

https://www.g4scashreport.com/-/media/g4s/cash-report/files/2018-world-cash-report---english.ashx?la=en&hash=0F3BECD46B4820D7FA32112E99252AAB
https://www.g4scashreport.com/-/media/g4s/cash-report/files/2018-world-cash-report---english.ashx?la=en&hash=0F3BECD46B4820D7FA32112E99252AAB
https://www.g4scashreport.com/
https://www.g4scashreport.com/top-facts
https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-iclm-handbook.pdf
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11. Abstract of: 

THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM: FROM BARTER TO COMMODITY MONEY TO ELECTRONIC MONEY 

Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Working Paper No. 982, January 

2021: http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf 

Pages 16 to 30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

12. Extracts from: 

THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM: FROM BARTER TO COMMODITY MONEY TO ELECTRONIC MONEY 

Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Working Paper No. 982,  

January 2021:  http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf 

 

a. Extract 1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b. Extract 2: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The success of alternative payment systems has led to discussion of various proposals to replace 

money with a new technology-based system, though many lack a clear idea of what exactly is 

the “money” they seek to replace. The final section addresses the possibility of a fundamentally 
different modern extension of this alternative approach that is not inspired by digital 

technology, distributed ledger accounting, or application operating on a mobile/cell phone 

system, but rather the actually existing system available from an internet-initiated telephone 

service provider that currently offers subsidiary domestic and international payment services 

whose operating procedures come close to replicating the alternative explanation of money 

mentioned above, with the potential to provide all the services of the existing payments system 

at lower costs and greater stability. 

 

It ensures that ICLMs and other transactions between TMG members are carried out 

virtually instantaneously (in 1/100th of a second) with 100 percent accuracy, wherever in 

the world the respective TMG members may be, on a 24-hour basis, 7 days a week, 365 

days of the year. 

 

 

Its ICLMs between TMG members enable the swap of stored credit between members that 

can be used as a means of payment for any goods, services, or other medium-of-exchange-

based transactions. 

 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/publications/the-economic-problem-from-barter-to-commodity-money-to-electronic-money 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/publications/the-economic-problem-from-barter-to-commodity-money-to-electronic-money
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E. Valuation of Part 4 
 

Based on the application of a Comparable Company Analysis for this WM Facility, Frost & 

Sullivan has calculated the Discounted Enterprise Value of this ICLM Payment Facility at this 

time to be: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

USD 10.6 Billion 

The Valuation Methodology utilized if the Comparative Company Analysis Valuation Method.  
 

However, due to multiple factors, including WM’s:  
 

 Ubiquitous global coverage and accessibility  

 Product utility across all market segments in this market sector 

 USPs in terms of pricing, speed, security and other factors 

 Continuous global saturation marketing directly to all end-users at zero cost 

 Zero cost of operations for this Facility, and zero debt 

 The lack of any direct System Competitors 

 

The Comparative Analysis has been carried out using the Market Sector as a whole as the Baseline Comparative Component. 
 

Although multiple detailed models have been constructed and reviewed, the fact that such a situation has never before been 

achieved in any Market Sector – let alone multiple of the highest-value Market Sectors internationally – renders this task as 

inherently difficult, because any model, no matter how detailed, will still be highly speculative.  
 

Moreover, although WM’s business is fully developed, tested, proven, due diligenced and fully operational worldwide at this 
time, and already has 450 Million clients within its VSMPs globally despite having not yet recommenced its global retail 

marketing; it is nevertheless only scheduled to recommence its global retail marketing and global retail operations with its 

refined Platform 2 in Q2 2021. 
 

Consequently, an approach of extreme conservatism has rather been adopted, to cater for the total lack of precedent in this 

situation. 
 

As a result, a methodology that is non-complex – but simultaneously extremely conservative – has been utilized, to cater as 

best as possible for the considerations as listed above. 
 

Therefore, the workings utilized for the Valuation of this component Part are as follow: 
 

1. Market Penetration projection is set at 0.001 of the Potential Market (with no increase) 
 

2. Earnings are set at 0.01 of Revenues (despite WM’s zero operational costs and zero debt) 
 

3. A multiple of Zero has been applied to earnings (to serve as an additional discount factor) 
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F. Source Information utilized for the ICLM Payments Comparative Chart 
 

  China – Bank Managed Payments (USD 613 Trillion per annum) 
https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202103/27/WS605ecd0ea31024ad0bab2033.html  

 

 Cross-Border Payments (USD 136 Trillion per annum): 
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/financial%20services/our%20insights/tracking%20the%20sources%20of%20robust

%20payments%20growth%20mckinsey%20global%20payments%20map/global-payments-report-2019-amid-sustained-growth-vf.ashx  
 

 B2B Payments (USD 125 Trillion per annum) 
https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/79797/mastercard-takes-aim-at-125-trillion-b2b-payments-market 

 

 Cash Payments (USD 77 Trillion per annum): 
https://www.paymentscardsandmobile.com/global-cash-report-reveals-cash-payments-are-on-the-increase  

https://www.ncr.com/company/blogs/financial/global-atm-cash-withdrawals-infographic 
 

 China – Mobile Payments (USD 41 Trillion per annum): 
https://www.caixinglobal.com/2019-03-22/chart-of-the-day-chinas-mobile-payment-transaction-volume-hits-4151-trillion-in-2018-

101395789.html  
 

 Card Payments: (USD 40 Trillion per annum): 
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/payment-card-fraud-losses-reach-27-85-billion-300963232.html 

https://www.paymentscardsandmobile.com/global-card-expenditure-to-reach-45-trillion/ 
 

 eCommerce Payments (USD 29 Trillion per annum): 
https://unctad.org/press-material/global-e-commerce-sales-surged-29-trillion 

 

 China – Mobile Wallet Payments (USD 6.6 Trillion per annum) 
https://www.finaria.it/pr/digital-payments-to-hit-6-6t-value-in-2021-a-40-jump-in-two-years  

 

 Overview of Card and Mobile Wallet Rates and Fees:  
https://webtel.mobi/media/info/detailed-gateway-fee-document.pdf  

 

 Overview of WM ICLM Payments Rates and Fees:  
https://webtel.mobi/pc/rates/?currency_rate=aaf15a66-e9a7-4582-8b7b-

2d60d8c762df&amount_rate=1000000.00&get_currency_rates=Display#active-step  
 

 UN Sustainable Development / Unbanked:  
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/partnership/?p=7501  

 

 World Bank – Unbanked Persons’ Distribution by Region:  
https://datawrapper.dwcdn.net/Z5ato/4  

 

 Principles for a global central bank digital currency and a single global payment system:  

https://www.fintechfutures.com/files/2020/12/A-global-central-bank-digital-currency-and-a-single-global-payment-

system.pdf  
 

 Number of Mobile Phones Worldwide: 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/245501/multiple-mobile-device-ownership-worldwide  

 

 Frost & Sullivan – Zero Cost Global Marketing & Distribution by VSMPs:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PO3BjgBKR3E 
 

 KYC Costs:  
https://www.fnfresearch.com/news/global-e-kyc-market-revenue-projected-around-   101536  

https://www.fnfresearch.com/e-kyc-market-by-end-user-banks-financial#Keyinsights  
 

 Webtel.mobi: ICLM Handbook: 

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-iclm-handbook.pdf  
 

 ANOTHER BRETTON WOODS REFORM MOMENT: LET US LOOK SERIOUSLY AT THE CLEARING UNION 

  Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Public Policy Brief No. 154, 2021 
  http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf 
 

 KEYNES’S CLEARING UNION IS ALIVE AND WELL AND LIVING IN YOUR MOBILE PHONE 

  Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Policy Note, 2021/1 
  http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf 
 

 THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM: FROM BARTER TO COMMODITY MONEY TO ELECTRONIC MONEY 

  Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Working Paper No. 982, January 2021 
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf 

 

https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202103/27/WS605ecd0ea31024ad0bab2033.html
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/financial%20services/our%20insights/tracking%20the%20sources%20of%20robust%20payments%20growth%20mckinsey%20global%20payments%20map/global-payments-report-2019-amid-sustained-growth-vf.ashx
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/financial%20services/our%20insights/tracking%20the%20sources%20of%20robust%20payments%20growth%20mckinsey%20global%20payments%20map/global-payments-report-2019-amid-sustained-growth-vf.ashx
https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/79797/mastercard-takes-aim-at-125-trillion-b2b-payments-market
https://www.paymentscardsandmobile.com/global-cash-report-reveals-cash-payments-are-on-the-increase
https://www.ncr.com/company/blogs/financial/global-atm-cash-withdrawals-infographic
https://www.caixinglobal.com/2019-03-22/chart-of-the-day-chinas-mobile-payment-transaction-volume-hits-4151-trillion-in-2018-101395789.html
https://www.caixinglobal.com/2019-03-22/chart-of-the-day-chinas-mobile-payment-transaction-volume-hits-4151-trillion-in-2018-101395789.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/payment-card-fraud-losses-reach-27-85-billion-300963232.html
https://www.paymentscardsandmobile.com/global-card-expenditure-to-reach-45-trillion/
https://unctad.org/press-material/global-e-commerce-sales-surged-29-trillion
https://www.finaria.it/pr/digital-payments-to-hit-6-6t-value-in-2021-a-40-jump-in-two-years
https://webtel.mobi/media/info/detailed-gateway-fee-document.pdf
https://webtel.mobi/pc/rates/?currency_rate=aaf15a66-e9a7-4582-8b7b-2d60d8c762df&amount_rate=1000000.00&get_currency_rates=Display#active-step
https://webtel.mobi/pc/rates/?currency_rate=aaf15a66-e9a7-4582-8b7b-2d60d8c762df&amount_rate=1000000.00&get_currency_rates=Display#active-step
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/partnership/?p=7501
https://datawrapper.dwcdn.net/Z5ato/4
https://www.fintechfutures.com/files/2020/12/A-global-central-bank-digital-currency-and-a-single-global-payment-system.pdf
https://www.fintechfutures.com/files/2020/12/A-global-central-bank-digital-currency-and-a-single-global-payment-system.pdf
https://www.statista.com/statistics/245501/multiple-mobile-device-ownership-worldwide
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PO3BjgBKR3E
https://www.fnfresearch.com/news/global-e-kyc-market-revenue-projected-around-%20%20%20101536
https://www.fnfresearch.com/e-kyc-market-by-end-user-banks-financial#Keyinsights
https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-iclm-handbook.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf
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 PART 5 
 

 

 

 

DERIVATIVE FACILITIES: 
 

 WM’S GLOBAL CLEARING SYSTEM  
 

 

 
As a Unitary Global 

Clearing System Equivalent 
 

The key lesson is that modernization requires a holistic approach. The best way to achieve conflicting public 

policy objectives is to provide flexibility and choices in the clearing and settlement of different payment 

instruments, across different core systems. The particular approach taken will depend on the modernization 

objectives, legacy systems and jurisdictional needs. Taking a perspective that considers all of the jurisdictional 

factors will help to develop a holistic plan. Such a plan would look to the most appropriate attributes and 

features, so that the overall system meets modernization objectives. Planning across core systems 

simultaneously could form a blueprint that would best deliver on each of the objectives and address as many 

drivers, needs and gaps as possible, while maximizing the potential for the overall system to serve 

participants and end-users 
 

Clearing and Settlement Systems from Around the World, Michael Tompkins and Ariel Olivares, Bank of Canada 
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PART 5 

DERIVATIVE FACILITIES – WM’S GLOBAL CLEARING SYSTEM  
As a Unitary Global Clearing System Equivalent  

 

 

 

A. Overview – Current International Clearing Systems 
 

The network of International Clearing Houses / Entities is disparate and fractured. They function 

according to different standards of security, efficiency, speed, cost and exchange rates; and have 

tiered systems for all of these factors. They are closed over weekends and public holidays, and, for 

all but the largest entities that wish to clear, they function – via their intermediaries – during “office 
hours”, which vary worldwide due to differing time zones. This system is highly laden with 

intermediaries, which cause transactions costs to be highly inflated. Previously, a Group of 30 of the 

world’s most senior Economists, Central Bankers and Bankers proposed 20 urgent action points for 

reform of this system. These 20 action points remain, however, largely unaddressed – despite this 

proposal being made more than 18 years ago. These 20 issues with the current International 

Clearing System network can be seen on pages 8 to 11 of the document at this URL: 

https://group30.org/images/uploads/publications/G30_GlobalClearingSettlement.pdf  

 

 

 

B. Overview – The WM Unitary Global Clearing System Equivalent 
 

The WM Clearing System equivalent addresses and rectifies all of the 20 recommendations for 

International Clearing System reform as previously recommended by the Group of 30. It functions in 

and as a Unitary Global Clearing System equivalent, 24/7/365, with 100% liquidity, instant 

transaction and settlement times, with the highest levels of security and perpetual real-time 

reporting and management. There are no intermediaries within the system, and it provides the 

equivalent of clearing possibilities for all Platform Currencies – not just the 18 World Reserve 

Currencies – to, in and from all countries worldwide. Information on the WM Clearing System 

equivalent can be seen in these Papers from the Levy Economics Institute: 
 

 Another Bretton Woods Reform Moment: Let us look seriously at the Clearing Union 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf 
 

 Keynes’s Clearing Union is Alive and Well and Living in your Mobile Phone  
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf  

 

 

 

PART 5 

DERIVATIVE FACILITIES – WM’S GLOBAL CLEARING SYSTEM 

As a Unitary Global Clearing System Equivalent 

https://group30.org/images/uploads/publications/G30_GlobalClearingSettlement.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf
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C. Comparative Chart: WM Global Clearing System vs International Clearing Systems 
 

WM GLOBAL CLEARING SYSTEM vs INTERNATIONAL CLEARING SYSTEMS 

BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL CLEARING SYSTEM INTERNAT. CLEARING SYSTEMS 

Persons Required to Run Operations 

2 WM System Super-Administrators          

4 WM System Senior Administrators          

Global Agents and VSMPs (at zero cost)   

Global Attorneys / Notaries (at zero cost)  

15 Million+ personnel (Low-end Estimate)  

Personnel of 130 large institutions and 

25000+ third party providers           

Countries and Territories Covered 245 

Fewer than 100                            

Only World Reserve Currencies and G20 

Currencies are generally dealt with by the 

International Clearing Systems 

Potential Clients by Coverage Area 

+/- 5.25 Billion                              

Adults aged 20+ with Mobile Phones   

+/- 5.8 Billion                              

Adults aged 15+ with Mobile Phones 

+/- 7.8 Billion                              

Persons with Mobile Phones Worldwide 

Every Entity in the World that joins            

as a TEL.mobi Group Member 

Entities that are Members of the             

respective Clearing Systems.                  

Under 200 Institutions and                   

under 30 000 Entities, Worldwide 

Status 

Developed, Tested, Proven, Due               

Diligenced and Fully Operational             

in all Countries & Territories Worldwide 

Developed, Tested, Proven, Due               

Diligenced and Fully Operational             

in all Countries & Territories Worldwide 

Self-Contained Independent System 

Yes – The WM System is a fully               

Self-Contained, Closed-Loop                  

and Independent System, Worldwide 

No – Although each individual Clearing 

System is a single entity, it cannot function 

without the Hundreds of Institutions and 

Thousands of Entities internationally that 

clear through it and/or provide it with 

liquidity.  The entire International             

Clearing System is comprised of              

thousands of different entities, all 

Dependent on one another  

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL CLEARING SYSTEM INTERNAT. CLEARING SYSTEMS 

Unitary Product and System 

Yes – The entire WM System is               

a Single Unitary Closed-Loop System 

functioning Worldwide 

No – Although each individual Clearing 

System is a single entity, it cannot function 

without the Hundreds of Institutions and 

Thousands of Entities internationally that 

clear through it and/or provide it with 

liquidity.  The entire International Clearing 

System is comprised of thousands of 

different entities, each with  different 

internal systems and processes 

Uniform Global Security & Standards 

Yes – The Security and Standards of the   

WM System are uniform Worldwide,          

as it is a Unitary Closed-Loop System  

No – Although each individual Clearing 

System is a single entity, it cannot function 

without the Hundreds of Institutions and 

Thousands of Entities internationally that 

clear through it and/or provide it with 

liquidity.  The entire International Clearing 

System is comprised of thousands of 

different entities, each with different 

Standards, and Security Systems 

5-Factor Multi-Factor Authentication Yes No 

30-Layer Security System Yes No 

Directly Accessible to All People          

and/or to All Entities  

Yes – Directly accessible in all countries 

Worldwide, by any Person or Entity who      

is a Member of the TEL.mobi Group, and 

who has any type of Smart Phone or any 

type of pre-Smart Mobile Phone 

No – Only directly accessible to large 

Institutions and/or Entities that are 

Members of the respective Clearing 

Systems, and who have the relevant 

terminals to interact with them 

Total Access from any Device 
Yes – From Urban to Rural to                

Remote areas Worldwide. From any 

location with a Basic Mobile Phone Signal 

No – Only directly accessible to large 

Institutions and/or Entities that are 

Members of the respective Clearing 

Systems, and who have the relevant 

terminals to interact with them 

Accessible from Any Location 
Yes  – From Urban to Rural to                

Remote areas Worldwide. From any 

location with a Basic Mobile Phone Signal 

No – Only accessible by Entities, via 

Intermediaries of the respective              

Clearing Systems who have specialized 

equipment / terminals, in Urban areas 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL CLEARING SYSTEM INTERNAT. CLEARING SYSTEMS 

Can be utilized by Unbanked Persons 

Yes – The WM System can be utilized 

directly by all of the                         

+/- 50% of the  World’s  Adult Population 
who are Unbanked 

No – Only accessible by Entities, via 

Intermediaries of the respective              

Clearing Systems who have specialized 

equipment / terminals, in Urban areas 

Pure Peer 2 Peer Transactions (PP2P) 
Yes – All Transactions on the WM System 

are Directly PP2P between                   

WM Members, with no intermediaries  

No – All Transactions are only by Entities, 

via Intermediaries that function directly 

with the respective Clearing Systems  

Lowest Transaction Costs 

Yes – Compared to the Fees, costs and        

FX Conversion Rates levied by the 

respective Clearing Systems, WM has the 

lowest Transaction Costs by Factors 

No – Compared to WM’s costs,              
transactions via the respective Clearing 

Systems, have much higher Transaction 

Costs, Fees and  FX Conversion costs,         

by Factors 

Hidden Costs and Fees 
No – All WM Rates shown transparently, 

clearly and in full, prior to the Transaction 

Yes – The respective Clearing Systems       

and their Intermediaries can and do          

vary Rates  and/or Fees during or after 

transactions, and there are a variety of 

variable fees and charges that are            

applied during a transaction and             

not fixed beforehand   

Fastest Transaction Speeds 

Yes – WM Transaction Speed is              

1/100th of a second,                        

for all  Member Transfers,                    

Worldwide, 24/7/365 

Transaction Speeds vary                     

from minutes to hours to days 

Time for Transaction Completion 

WM Transaction Completion is               

1/100th of a second,                        

for all Member Transactions,                 

Worldwide, 24/7/365 

Transaction Completion varies                

from minutes to hours to days 

Instant Settlement 

Yes – WM Settlements are In                 

1/100th of a second,                        

for all  Member Transactions,                 

Worldwide, 24/7/365 

No – Transaction Completion varies           

from minutes to hours to days 

Only Exchange Currencies in Set Pairs 
No – Any Platform Currency combination 

can be swapped 

Yes – Transactions are primarily done         

in set currency pairs 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL CLEARING SYSTEM INTERNAT. CLEARING SYSTEMS 

Clients can Transact in any Currency 
Yes – WM Members can Transact In any 

Platform Currency Provided by WM           

No – From countries with Free Capital 

Flows, transactions can be carried out in    

the currencies offered by respective 

Clearing Systems (which are not all 

currencies) 

From countries that do not have Free 

Capital Flows, transactions can be        

carried out primarily in the respective 

countries’ local currency and the           
currencies being transacted to or 

from(which are not all currencies) 

Functions 24 Hours Per Day Yes – Functions 24/24, Worldwide 

No                                        

Some Clearing Systems function 24/24. 

Others Clearing Systems function 8/24 or 

12/24. Generally the Clearing Systems’ 
intermediaries function 8/24 

Functions “After Hours” and Weekends Yes – Functions 7/7, Worldwide 
No – Only functions 5/7                      

is closed on Weekends and over Holidays  

Functions 365 Days Per Year Yes – Functions 365/365 No – Only functions 250/365 

Intermediaries Required No – Transfers are Pure Peer 2 Peer 

Yes – Multiple Layers of Intermediaries       

are required, without which                  

no transactions can be implemented 

Intermediaries Force FX Conversions 
No – WM Members set, adjust, accept or 

decline their own Rates themselves  

Yes – Conversion rates are unilaterally      

set, altered and applied by the respective 

Clearing Systems or their Intermediaries 

Clients Control Own FX Conversions 
Yes – WM Members set, adjust, accept or 

decline their own Rates themselves 

No – The respective Clearing House and 

their Intermediaries unilaterally set, alter 

and adjust Conversion Rates 

Multiple Intermediary Fees 

No – There are no Intermediaries             

on the WM Platform, and therefore          

there are no Intermediary Fees 

Yes – There are multiple layers of 

Intermediaries, and each one of them        

adds its own charges to fees and costs 

Zero Cost Global Marketing Capacity 

Yes – WM has a zero cost Saturation 

Marketing capacity, Globally and within     

all countries Via its VSMPs and Agents 

No – Extremely costly Traditional             

Marketing Methods via TV, Print Media        

and Digital / Social Media are required 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL CLEARING SYSTEM INTERNAT. CLEARING SYSTEMS 

Zero Cost Global Distribution Capacity 

Yes – WM has a zero cost Saturation 

Distribution capacity, Globally and within     

all countries Via its VSMPs and Agents 

No – Extremely costly Traditional             

Distribution Methods via Premises, 

Equipment, Transportation, Management 

Personnel, Administrative Personnel and 

Retail Personnel are required 

Special Equipment Required to Use 

No – The WM System can be accessed       

and used from any Basic Mobile Phone, 

Feature Phone,  Smart Phone, Tablet,          

Laptop, PC or PED 

Yes – Access and use requires               

Specialized Terminals, which                  

only the respective Clearing Systems          

and their Intermediaries have 

Ubiquitous Global Accessibility 

Yes – The WM System can be accessed       

and used from any  Basic Mobile Phones, 

Feature Phones,  Smart Phones, Tablets,      

Laptops, PCs and PEDs; from Urban to Rural 

to Remote areas: from any location with a 

Basic Mobile Phone Signal; 24/7/365;         

WithIn from and to any and all               

countries Worldwide 

No – Can only be accessed via 

Intermediaries, in Premises that are          

usually in urban areas,                       

or online via closed systems;                 

And is only available via the specialized 

equipment of the respective Clearing 

Systems and their intermediaries’.            
And is not available in all countries;            

And is not available                         

over weekends or holidays;                  

And is only available in “Office Hours”             
for all except the largest banking groups 

Relationship to a Crypto Exchange 

WM possesses and surpasses all of the 

characteristics of all current Crypto 

Exchanges in every measurable way. 

 Has multiple attributes that Crypto 

Exchanges do not have and cannot have.     

In combination with WM’s TUV, could 
render Crypto Exchanges redundant.  

As the total combined Crypto Market         

is insignificant in size compared to            

the Global Clearing Market,                   

this is not a significant feature 

WM does not and will not enter, trade in, 

clear or in any other way interact with, 

Cryptocurrencies, or allow them to be       

part of its Clearing System or ecosystem 

Some Clearing Systems and their 

Intermediaries interact with                  

Crypto Exchanges and Cryptocurrencies, 

and others not.                              

There is no standardized approach 

Direct System Competitors Zero Many 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM GLOBAL CLEARING SYSTEM INTERNAT. CLEARING SYSTEMS 

Relationship to Keynes’s                  
International Clearing Union 

Complies with all Prerequisites as             

proposed by, and for, Keynes’s  
“International Clearing Union” 

 

The WM Clearing System, combined with–  

* WM’s Multicurrency Wallets Facility 

* WM’s TITAN Accounts Facility 

* WM’s ICLM Payments / Transfers Facility 

  * WM’s Currency Swap Facility  

* WM’s TUV Facility (see next section)         

Facilitates the complete clearance of trade 

and/or transactions between countries, 

entities or natural persons globally.            
 

It facilitates this without – 

* Infringing on Monetary or Fiscal 

Sovereignty of any Country or Currency 

 

* Disintermediation of any Central Banks,     

or Commercial Banks, or Governments 

 

* Disruption of prevailing world systems 

N/A – The International Clearing Systems   

do not possess these capacities 

Debt Zero 

Unknown – Cumulative Debt of              

all the Clearing Systems and the              

Hundreds of Institutions and Thousands      

of Entities that are part of the Clearing 

System ecosystem will be                   

USD Hundreds of Billions to Trillions 

Operational Costs (P/A) 

Zero for this WM Facility, because          

WM’s ultra-low running costs are             

fully covered by its                        

Telecommunications component 

Unknown – Cumulative Debt of              

all the Clearing Systems and the Hundreds 

of Institutions and Thousands of Entities 

that are part of the Clearing System 

ecosystem will be                          

USD Hundreds of Billions to Trillions 

Operational Costs as % of Revenue 
Zero for this Facility, because                

this Facility runs at zero cost to WM 
Average in a range of up to 75% to 90% 

SIZE OF THIS MARKET USD 3 221 TRILLION PER ANNUM 
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D. Notes on the Global Clearing System Comparative Chart 
 

1. The Market Size per annum indicated in this section is only the combined total of the top five 

International Clearing Houses. It does not include the total of the large number of smaller ones.  

  

2. The Market Size is further limited due to the fact that the clearing volumes in respect of 

Derivatives Markets have not been fully included. This is due to the fact that the reporting on 

Derivatives Markets actual volumes is opaque, and therefore clarity in respect of source 

documents is lacking. 

 

3. The International Clearing Houses deal almost exclusively with the 18 World Reserve Currencies, 

and not with the other 100+ additional world currencies. They furthermore are only accessible 

directly, or via intermediaries, from less than 50% of countries worldwide.  

 

4. On the other hand, the WM Clearing System is available in, to  and from all countries worldwide. 

It can furthermore be used for all WM Platform Currencies – not just the 18 World Reserve 

Currencies.  

 

5. Other than its Clearing System Functionality, the WM Global Clearing System also conforms to 

the required structure and processes outlined for the “International Clearing Union”, as 

proposed by John Maynard Keynes.  

 

6. In its current format, the WM Clearing System function on a 100% reserve basis, and facilitates 

settlement between currencies by means of either Currency Conversions / Currency Swaps 

within the WM Clearing System, or by use of WM’s TUV, which fulfill the role of Keynes’s 

proposed “Bancor” (see Part 6 of this Document).  

 

7. Abstract of: 

ANOTHER BRETTON WOODS REFORM MOMENT: LET US LOOK SERIOUSLY AT THE CLEARING UNION 

  Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Public Policy Brief No. 154, 2021 

  http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

This policy brief explores a route to remaking the international financial system that would avoid 

the contradictions inherent in some of the prevailing reform proposals currently under 

discussion. Senior Scholar Jan Kregel argues that the willingness of central banks to consider 

electronic currency provides an opening to reconsider a truly innovative reform of the 

international financial system, and one that is more appropriate to a digital monetary world: John 

Maynard Keynes’s original clearing union proposal. Kregel investigates whether such a clearing 

system could be built up from an already-existing initiative that has emerged in the private 

sector. He analyzes the operations of a private, cross-border payment system that could serve as 

a real-world blueprint for a more politically palatable equivalent of Keynes’s international 
clearing union. 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/publications/another-bretton-woods-reform-moment-let-us-look-seriously-at-the-clearing-union 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/publications/another-bretton-woods-reform-moment-let-us-look-seriously-at-the-clearing-union
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8. Abstract of: 

  KEYNES’S CLEARING UNION IS ALIVE AND WELL AND LIVING IN YOUR MOBILE PHONE 

  Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Policy Note, 2021/1 

  http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

9. Extract from the Preface by Professor Dimitri Papadimitriou to: 

  ANOTHER BRETTON WOODS REFORM MOMENT: LET US LOOK SERIOUSLY AT THE CLEARING UNION 

  http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The common unit of account in Keynes’s proposal—his “bancor”—posed an obstacle to the 

clearing union gaining sup-port, and would likely do so again in any attempt to revive the idea. 

However, Kregel notes that an alternative already exists in the private sector, which could be 

conceived of as a precursor to a broader international clearing system that could deliver the core 

benefits of Keynes’s original proposal. He outlines the operations of Webtel.mobi (WM)—a 

specialized mobile telephone service provider that also offers subsidiary payment services. 

Members of this system load their accounts with credits (through bank transfer, card payment, or 

cash), to be used not only for prepayment of mobile phone services, but also transactions 

between members, including across national boundaries. The WM system plays the role of 

bookkeeper in this arrangement, providing a clearinghouse mechanism such that members’ 
account balances adjust as they engage in global transactions but the overall system balances 

remain stable. The WM system, when conceived of as an embryonic clearing union, reflects 

Keynes’s banking principle in its operations. Transactions are enabled between members without 
any movement or transfer of funds besides the debit/credit entries on WM members’ accounts. 

As a model for a broader international union, it would have the benefit of not needing a new 

international currency, use of something like the SDR, or capital or reserve balances—and it 

would have the potential to control international imbalances and ensure greater stability within 

the system. Finally, the pandemic has made it eminently clear that the only valid response is 

eradication of the virus on a global scale. The clearing union moves away from the central role of 

dominant national currencies to the creation of global liquidity, which can be more easily 

mobilized to support sustainable development of the least developed countries—a prerequisite 

for success in controlling the pandemic. 

 

While governments may consider implementation of John Maynard Keynes’s original clearing 
union proposal for the international financial architecture too difficult or radical, Senior Scholar 

Jan Kregel notes that the private sector has already produced a virtual equivalent of an 

international global monetary system. Currently, this system is employed as an extension of the 

international mobile telephone services provided by a private company, rather than a financial 

institution. The clearing system he describes provides an example of a possible solution that 

retains national currencies without requiring the substitution of the dollar with another national 

currency or basket of national currencies. 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/publications/keyness-clearing-union-is-alive-and-well-and-living-in-your-mobile-phone 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/publications/keyness-clearing-union-is-alive-and-well-and-living-in-your-mobile-phone
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E. Valuation of Part 5 
 

Based on the application of a Comparable Company Analysis for this WM Facility, Frost & 

Sullivan has calculated the Discounted Enterprise Value of this Global Clearing System 

Equivalent Facility at this time to be: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USD 32.2 Billion 

The Valuation Methodology utilized if the Comparative Company Analysis Valuation Method.  
 

However, due to multiple factors, including WM’s:  
 

 Ubiquitous global coverage and accessibility  

 Product utility across all market segments in this market sector 

 USPs in terms of pricing, speed, security and other factors 

 Continuous global saturation marketing directly to all end-users at zero cost 

 Zero cost of operations for this Facility, and zero debt 

 The lack of any direct System Competitors 

 

The Comparative Analysis has been carried out using the Market Sector as a whole as the Baseline Comparative Component. 
 

Although multiple detailed models have been constructed and reviewed, the fact that such a situation has never before been 

achieved in any Market Sector – let alone multiple of the highest-value Market Sectors internationally – renders this task as 

inherently difficult, because any model, no matter how detailed, will still be highly speculative.  
 

Moreover, although WM’s business is fully developed, tested, proven, due diligenced and fully operational worldwide at this 
time, and already has 450 Million clients within its VSMPs globally despite having not yet recommenced its global retail 

marketing; it is nevertheless only scheduled to recommence its global retail marketing and global retail operations with its 

refined Platform 2 in Q2 2021. 
 

Consequently, an approach of extreme conservatism has rather been adopted, to cater for the total lack of precedent in this 

situation. 
 

As a result, a methodology that is non-complex – but simultaneously extremely conservative – has been utilized, to cater as 

best as possible for the considerations as listed above. 
 

Therefore, the workings utilized for the Valuation of this component Part are as follow: 
 

1. Market Penetration projection is set at 0.001 of the Potential Market (with no increase) 
 

2. Earnings are set at 0.01 of Revenues (despite WM’s zero operational costs and zero debt) 
 

3. A multiple of Zero has been applied to earnings (to serve as an additional discount factor) 
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F. Source Information utilized for the Global Clearing System Comparative Chart 
 

 CLS Group Annual Report 2019 (USD 1 475 Trillion Per Annum): 

https://www.cls-group.com/about-us/financial-reports/annual-report-and-consolidated-accounts-2019  
 

 LCH Group 2019 Annual Report (USD 1 230 Trillion Per Annum): 

https://www.lch.com/system/files/media_root/2019%20LCH%20Group%20Final%20signed%20EYv2_0.pdf   
 

 CHIPs (USD 450 Trillion Per Annum) 

https://www.theclearinghouse.org/payment-systems/chips 
 

 CHAPS (USD 111 Trillion Per Annum): 

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/payment-and-settlement/chaps  
 

 NACHA (USD 55 Trillion Per Annum) 

https://www.nacha.org/news/ach-network-annual-growth-rate-reaches-12-year-high  
 

 CLS Group Settlement Members: 

https://www.cls-group.com/communities/settlement-community/settlement-members  
 

 Clearing and Settlement Systems from Around the World: A Qualitative Analysis 

https://www.bankofcanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/sdp2016-14.pdf  
 

 Global Clearing and Settlement: A Plan of Action: 

https://group30.org/images/uploads/publications/G30_GlobalClearingSettlement.pdf  
 

 Global Clearing and Settlement: Final Monitoring Report: 

https://group30.org/images/uploads/publications/G30_GlobalClearingSettlementFinalMonitoringReport.pdf  
 

 UN Sustainable Development / Unbanked (56% of the World’s Adult Population):  
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/partnership/?p=7501  
 

 World Bank – Unbanked Persons’ Distribution by Region:  

https://datawrapper.dwcdn.net/Z5ato/4  
 

 World Bank – Banked Persons’ Distribution by Region:  

https://datawrapper.dwcdn.net/Z5ato/4   
 

 World Population Pyramid by age 2021:  

https://www.populationpyramid.net/world/2021  
 

 Frost & Sullivan – Zero Cost Global Marketing by VSMPs:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PO3BjgBKR3E 
 

 KYC Costs:  
https://www.fnfresearch.com/news/global-e-kyc-market-revenue-projected-around-   101536  

https://www.fnfresearch.com/e-kyc-market-by-end-user-banks-financial#Keyinsights  
 

 Webtel.mobi: VSMP Handbook: 

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-vsmp-handbook.pdf  
 

 ANOTHER BRETTON WOODS REFORM MOMENT: LET US LOOK SERIOUSLY AT THE CLEARING UNION 

Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Public Policy Brief No. 154, 2021 
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf 
 

 KEYNES’S CLEARING UNION IS ALIVE AND WELL AND LIVING IN YOUR MOBILE PHONE 

Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Policy Note, 2021/1 
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf 
 

 THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM: FROM BARTER TO COMMODITY MONEY TO ELECTRONIC MONEY 

Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Working Paper No. 982, January 2021 
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf 

 

https://www.cls-group.com/about-us/financial-reports/annual-report-and-consolidated-accounts-2019
https://www.lch.com/system/files/media_root/2019%20LCH%20Group%20Final%20signed%20EYv2_0.pdf
https://www.theclearinghouse.org/payment-systems/chips
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/payment-and-settlement/chaps
https://www.nacha.org/news/ach-network-annual-growth-rate-reaches-12-year-high
https://www.cls-group.com/communities/settlement-community/settlement-members
https://www.bankofcanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/sdp2016-14.pdf
https://group30.org/images/uploads/publications/G30_GlobalClearingSettlement.pdf
https://group30.org/images/uploads/publications/G30_GlobalClearingSettlementFinalMonitoringReport.pdf
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/partnership/?p=7501
https://datawrapper.dwcdn.net/Z5ato/4
https://datawrapper.dwcdn.net/Z5ato/4
https://www.populationpyramid.net/world/2021
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PO3BjgBKR3E
https://www.fnfresearch.com/news/global-e-kyc-market-revenue-projected-around-%20%20%20101536
https://www.fnfresearch.com/e-kyc-market-by-end-user-banks-financial#Keyinsights
https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-vsmp-handbook.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf
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 PART 6 
 

 

 

 

DERIVATIVE FACILITIES: 
 

 WM’S TUV FACILITY AND SYSTEM  
 

 

 
As a Unitary Global  

Wholesale CBDC, Retail CBDC and “Bancor” Equivalent 

Multi-currency cross-border payment systems are possible involving CBDCs in an integrated Multi-CBDC 

(mCBDC) System. This deeper integration allows for potentially more operational functionality and efficiency. 

New mCBDC arrangements based on single multi-currency system technologies could be used, eg CBDCs could 

be issued onto a common distributed ledger, potentially exploiting economies of scale in development and 

maintenance, while being more technically simple than interlinking distinct systems. An mCBDC system could 

theoretically use new technologies to explore possibilities and complexities not previously available (eg 

through additional monitoring, control and segmentation within a distributed ledger system). A CBDC could 

exist outside the central bank and therefore theoretically enable different and more integrated models where 

all currencies could be settled on a single distributed ledger.  
 

BIS Paper 115: Multi-CBDC arrangements – Raphael Auer, Philipp Haene and Henry Holden 
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PART 6 
DERIVATIVE FACILITIES – WM’S TUV FACILITY AND SYSTEM 

As a Unitary Global Wholesale CBDC Retail CBDC and “Bancor” Equivalent 

 

 
 

A. Overview – Current Proposed / Preparatory CBDC Activities 
 

Most Central Banks and some Private Entities have – predominantly over the preceding five years – 

been trying to formulate an object and/or process for the creation and issue of Wholesale and/or 

Retail Central Bank Digital Currencies or CBDCs. None of these has been successful – at all – in 

respect of the creation of a functional construct for a CBDC object, let alone overcoming impassable 

obstacles in respect of the considerations related to Monetary, Fiscal, Financial, Systemic and 

Geopolitical Sovereignty and/or Disintermediation – and National Security – that are all integral 

considerations in respect of this matter. Some countries claim to have developed a prototype CBDC, 

but in every such case, what they have developed is either a Digital Payments System or is of no use 

because it is trapped within their National Ecosystem only. These attempted CBDCs are therefore 

unable to be applied for the sole / primary purpose that CBDCs are supposed to be being created for 

in the first instance. A summary on current CBDC progress internationally can be seen in this 

document from the Bank for International Settlements: 

 https://www.bis.org/publ/bppdf/bispap101.pdf  

 

 

 

B. Overview – The WM Unitary Global Wholesale CBDC, Retail CBDC 

and “Bancor” Equivalent 
 

WM developed its TUV System – which complies fully with all stated prerequisites for proposed 

Wholesale CBDCs and Retail CBDCs – in 2009. It was tested, proven and due diligenced in real-world 

Global Operations with WM’s Platform 1 for eight years. It has since been further refined – 

incorporating all refinement requirements as established during the previous operations – and is 

now a completely refined product in WM’s Platform 2. The CBDC functionality of this object is a 
Derivative Facility that is created by the interactions within WM’s Complex System and represents 

one of the Emergent Properties of an otherwise standard Telecoms Top-Up Voucher. This object 

conforms not only with all of the requirements and prerequisites of (proposed) Wholesale CBDCs 

and Retail CBDCs, but also with the requirements and prerequisites for the “Bancor” as previously 
proposed by John Maynard Keynes. Moreover, it is not just the TUV / CBDC equivalent itself that 

enables this situation to be in existence. The most important requirement for any CBDC System to 

function is not the CBDC object itself. It is rather the Exchange on which CBDCs can be created / 

issued / distributed / utilized and exchanged / processed / recorded / settled that must be created 

PART 6 

DERIVATIVE FACILITIES – WM’S TUV FACILITY AND SYSTEM 

As a Unitary Global Wholesale CBDC, Retail CBDC and “Bancor” Equivalent 

https://www.bis.org/publ/bppdf/bispap101.pdf
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before the CBDC itself can be created. The process of attempting to create a functioning CBDC prior 

to creating the functioning Exchange within which it will function is completely back-to-front, and 

cannot succeed.  WM’s TUV / CBDC Equivalent functions within the WM System – which also acts as 

the TUV’s / CBDC Equivalent’s Exchange, due to the Emergent Properties brought about by the 

Emergent Properties created by WM’s Complex System. Moreover, the Exchange itself must possess 

the mechanisms for creation / issuance / distribution / utilization and exchange / processing / 

recording / settlement of the TUV / CBDC Equivalent in-house, within its Unitary Global System; and 

conformant with the highest levels of security and control. WM has – due to its “Evolution not 
Revolution” approach, specifically structured its TUV / CBDC Equivalent and its exchange so as not to 

interfere with or infringe upon any aspects of States / Central Bank / Commercial Bank / Other 

Existing Systems, and instead to function alongside them and their existing system – but be available 

to them if required. It therefore avoids all issues that would otherwise arise in respect of Monetary, 

Fiscal, Financial, Systemic and Geopolitical Sovereignty and/or Disintermediation – and National 

Security. Information of WM’s TUV / CBDC Equivalent can be seen in the following papers from the 

Levy Economics Institute: 
 

 Another Bretton Woods Reform Moment: Let us look seriously at the Clearing Union 

WM descriptions are in the Preface and on Pages 8 and 9   

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf 

 

 Keynes’s Clearing Union is Alive and Well and Living in your Mobile Phone  
WM descriptions are throughout the Entire Paper   

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf  
 

 The Economic Problem: from Barter to Commodity Money to Electronic Money  

WM descriptions are from Pages 16 to 30   

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf
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C. Comparative Chart: WM Global CBDC Equivalent vs Proposed International CBDCs 

 

WM GLOBAL CBDC EQUIVALENT vs PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL CBDCs 

BUSINESS COMPONENT WM TUV + SYSTEM DIGITAL YUAN ALL OTHER CBDCs 

Persons Required                   

to Run Operation 

2 WM System                 

Super-Administrators  

 

4 WM System                 

Senior Administrators 
 

Global Agents and VSMPs    

(at zero cost)     
 

Global Attorneys / Notaries 

(at zero cost)  

* 1 Central Bank 

 

* Dozens of                    

Commercial Banks 
 

* Hundreds of Commercial 

Bank Branches 
 

 * Hundreds of Thousands      

of Personnel 

 

* Hundreds of Central Banks 
 

* Hundreds of                 

Commercial Banks 
 

* Thousands of Commercial 

Bank Branches 
 

 * Tens of Millions               

of Personnel 
 

Countries and Territories            

Covered 
245 

Partial Coverage                

in limited cities in China       

and some surrounding areas  

– but only as a                 

Digital Payments System 

Zero – Not functional 

Potential Clients                    

by Coverage Area 

+/- 5.25 Billion                 

Adults aged 20+               

with Mobile Phones   

+/- 5.8 Billion                   

Adults aged 15+               

with Mobile Phones 

+/- 7.8 Billion                   

Persons with                   

Mobile Phones Worldwide 

Every Entity in the World        

that joins the TEL.mobi          

Group as a Member 

1 Billion Adults aged 15+  Zero – Not functional 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM TUV + SYSTEM DIGITAL YUAN ALL OTHER CBDCs 

Status 

Developed, Tested, Proven, 

Due Diligenced and            

Fully-Operational Worldwide 

Basic Test Object.               

It is, however,                  

a Digital Payment System,      

Not a Digital Currency 

Theory, Discussion and Basic 

Experimental Testing Only 

Self Contained                      

Independent System 

Yes – The WM System is         

a fully Self-Contained,      

Closed-Loop and    

Independent System, 

Worldwide 

No – Requires interaction of 

multiple entities to function 
N/A – Not functional 

Unitary Product and System 

Yes – The WM System is         

a Single Unitary                

Closed-Loop System, 

Worldwide 

No – Requires interaction of 

multiple entities to function 
N/A – Not functional 

Uniform Global Security             

and Standards 

Yes – The Security and 

Standards of the WM         

System are uniform 

Worldwide, because it is a 

Unitary Closed-Loop System  

No – Requires interaction of 

multiple entities to function, 

all of which have varying 

standards and levels of 

security 

N/A – Not functional 

5-Factor Multi-Factor 

Authentication 
Yes No N/A – Not functional 

30-Layer Security System Yes No N/A – Not functional 

Directly Accessible to All People 

Yes – Directly accessible in     

all countries Worldwide, by 

any person with any type of 

Smart Phone or any type        

of pre-Smart Mobile Phone 

No N/A – Not functional 

Total Access from any Device 

Yes – Total Access from any 

Basic Mobile Phone, Feature 

Phone, Smart Phone, Tablet, 

Laptop, PC, other PED; with 

no download and with low 

data usage, 24/7/365 

No N/A – Not functional 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM TUV + SYSTEM DIGITAL YUAN ALL OTHER CBDCs 

Accessible from Any Location 

Yes  – From Urban to Rural     

to Remote areas Worldwide. 

From any location with a   

Basic Mobile Phone Signal 

No N/A – Not functional 

Can be used by                     

Unbanked People 

Yes – The WM System can     

be utilized directly by all of 

the +/- 50% of the               

World’s  Adult Population 

who are Unbanked 

No N/A – Not functional 

Pure Peer 2 Peer                    

Transactions (PP2P) 

Yes – All Transactions on      

the WM System are       

Directly PP2P between        

WM Members, with            

no intermediaries  

No N/A – Not functional 

Lowest Transaction Costs 

Yes – As WM’s costs for          
this Facility are zero WM 

passes this on to its         

Members, so  that the           

costs are lower than any   

other entity can provide 

No N/A – Not functional 

Hidden Costs and Fees 

No – All WM Rates shown 

transparently, clearly and in 

full, prior to the Transaction 

N/A – Still in Basic Test Mode 

and is not functional 
N/A – Not functional 

Fastest Transaction Speeds 

Yes – WM Transaction     

Speed is 1/100th of a        

second, for all                  

Member Transactions,          

Worldwide, 24/7/365 

No – Multiple entities / 

intermediaries are involved   

so there will be delays due     

to processing interactions 

between systems 

N/A – Not functional 

Time for                           

Transaction Completion 

WM Transaction Completion 

is 1/100th of a second,           

for all Member Transactions,    

Worldwide, 24/7/365 

N/A – Still in Basic Test Mode 

and is not functional 
N/A – Not functional 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM TUV + SYSTEM DIGITAL YUAN ALL OTHER CBDCs 

Instant Settlement 

Yes – WM Settlements are     

In 1/100th of a second, for      

all  Member Transactions,       

Worldwide, 24/7/365 

N/A – Still in Basic Test Mode 

and is not functional 
N/A – Not functional 

Clients can Transact                 

in Any Currency 

Yes – WM Members can 

Transfer In any Platform 

Currency Provided by WM      

No – In Yuan Only N/A – Not functional 

Functions 24 Hours Per Day 
Yes – Functions 24/24, 

Worldwide 

N/A – Still in Basic Test Mode 

and is not functional 
N/A – Not functional 

Functions “After Hours”                      
and Weekends 

Yes – Functions 7/7, 

Worldwide 

N/A – Still in Basic Test Mode 

and is not functional 
N/A – Not functional 

Functions 365 Days Per Year 
Yes – Functions 365/365, 

Worldwide 

N/A – Still in Basic Test Mode 

and is not functional 
N/A – Not functional 

Intermediaries Required 

No – WM Transactions are    

Pure Peer 2 Peer (PP2P) 

directly between                

WM Members                  

with no Intermediaries  

Yes – Multiple Intermediary 

Entities are required for       

this product to function 

N/A – Not functional 

Intermediary Forces                 

FX Conversion 

No – WM Members set, 

adjust, accept or decline their 

own Rates themselves  

Yes – This system, even as a 

Basic Test Object, forces FX 

Conversions at its own rates 

N/A – Not functional 

Client Controls                     

Own FX Conversion 

Yes – WM Members set, 

adjust, accept or decline    

their own Rates themselves 

No – The FX Conversion is 

forced at the Intermediary’s 
rates 

N/A – Not functional 

Multiple Intermediary Fees 

No – There are no 

Intermediaries in the WM 

System, and therefore          

there are no                    

Intermediary Fees 

Yes – There are multiple 

intermediaries in this system 

so there will be multiple 

intermediary fees 

N/A – Not functional 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM TUV + SYSTEM DIGITAL YUAN ALL OTHER CBDCs 

Special Equipment                  

Required to Use 

No – The WM System can       

be accessed and used          

from any                      

Basic Mobile Phone,            

Feature Phone,                 

Smart Phone, Tablet,           

Laptop, PC or PED 

Yes – Terminal to interact 

with the Digital Payments 

System 

N/A – Not functional 

Zero Cost                          

Global Marketing Capacity 

Yes – WM has a zero cost 

Saturation Marketing 

capacity, Globally and within    

all countries Via its VSMPs 

and Agents 

No – Expensive traditional 

marketing methods            

will be required 

N/A – Not functional 

Zero Cost                          

Global Distribution Capacity 

Yes – WM has a zero cost 

Saturation & Ubiquitous 

Global Distribution, to and 

within all countries, Via its 

VSMPs and Agents 

No – Expensive traditional 

marketing methods            

will be required 

N/A – Not functional 

Ubiquitous Global Accessibility 

Yes – The WM System can     

be accessed and used from 

any  Basic Mobile Phones, 

Feature Phones,  Smart 

Phones, Tablets,  Laptops,   

PCs and PEDs; from Urban     

to Rural to Remote areas: 

from any location with a   

Basic Mobile Phone Signal; 

24/7/365; WithIn from and    

to any and all countries 

Worldwide 

No – Only accessible in         

some cities in China and   

some surrounding areas 

N/A – Not functional 

Fully Convertible Yes –Worldwide No N/A – Not functional 

Fully Transferrable Yes –Worldwide No N/A – Not functional 

Fully Exchangeable Yes –Worldwide No N/A – Not functional 

Fully Redeemable Yes –Worldwide No N/A – Not functional 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM TUV + SYSTEM DIGITAL YUAN ALL OTHER CBDCs 

Can be used for                     

All Purchases and Sales 
Yes – Worldwide 

No – Just limited tests           

in some Chinese cities only 
N/A – Not functional 

Functioning Clearing System Yes – Worldwide 
No – Just a Digital              

Payments System 
N/A – Not functional 

Blockchain Structure Yes No  N/A – Not functional 

Distributed Ledger Structure Yes No N/A – Not functional 

Complex System Structure Yes No N/A – Not functional 

Intelligent Agents Management Yes No N/A – Not functional 

System Adjustable for Tiered   

Level Management / Control 
Yes No N/A – Not functional 

Encryption Yes – Highest Levels Yes N/A – Not functional 

Public and Private Keys Yes No N/A – Not functional 

Decentralization 

Yes – For Transactions 

No – For KYC / AML / MFA 

Security / System Control 

No N/A – Not functional 

Conforms with requirements        

for Wholesale CBDC 
Yes – Fully 

No – Just a                    

Digital Payments System 
No – Not functional 

Conforms with requirements        

for Retail CBDC 
Yes – Fully 

No – Just a                    

Digital Payments System 
No – Not functional 

Conforms with requirements        

for an Integrated mCBDC  
Yes – Fully  

No – Just a                    

Digital Payments Platform 
No – Not Functional  

Conforms with requirements for 

Synthetic Hegemonic Currency  
Yes – Fully  

No – Just a                    

Digital Payments Platform 
No – Not Functional  

Conforms with requirements        

for Keynes’s “Bancor” 
Yes – Fully 

No – Just a                    

Digital Payments System 
No – Not functional 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM TUV + SYSTEM DIGITAL YUAN ALL OTHER CBDCs 

Relationship to Cryptocurrency 

Possesses & surpasses all 

characteristics of all current 

Cryptocurrencies. Could 

render all Cryptocurrencies     

redundant. However, this 

market is too small for it to   

be of interest / significance  

No similarity to any current 

Cryptocurrency as it is just a 

Digital Payments System 

No product exists beyond 

theory, discussion or initial 

random testing. Some 

discussions, theories and 

proposals include developing 

a form of Cryptocurrency.       

Others do not 

Is a potential Practical Facilitator    

of, or for, the                       

“Cashless Society” objective 

Yes – Cash in circulation can 

be instantly converted into 

Digital Currency on the WM  

Platform for all currencies     

in all countries worldwide  

New “money” can be issued  
in TUVs in all countries and   

all currencies worldwide 

WM  has the advantages of 

Cash Coverage, Accessibility, 

Low Costs, Instant Utility & 

Settlement and no 

Intermediaries. It also 

facilitates Payments to and  

by the Unbanked.  

It also has the advantages of 

Digital Currency with 

consistent Global Standards  

of Safety & Security; 

Protection against Physical 

Theft, Physical Loss, 

Counterfeiting, Money 

Laundering, use for other 

Criminal Activities,            

Automatic and inalterable 

Ledger-Keeping and use for     

Multicurrency Payments      

and International Payments . 

It can be altered to a Tiered 

Issue, Management and  

Control structure to conform 

to the current structure of   

the Global Economic and   

Financial System Entities  

No – Is Just a                  

Digital Payments System 
N/A – Not functional 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM TUV + SYSTEM DIGITAL YUAN ALL OTHER CBDCs 

 

Relationship to                     

Keynes’s “Bancor” 

Complies with all 

Prerequisites as proposed      

by & for Keynes’s “Bancor” 

 

The WM TUV possesses all of 

the following characteristics, 

simultaneously: 

* Is None of the World’s    
Currencies when Issued  

* Is Any of the World’s    
Currencies when loaded         

into a WM Account  

* Is All of the World’s    
Currencies due to the 

Capacity for instant FX 

Conversion or Swap 

 

The WM TUV also 

completely Avoids: 

* Infringing on Monetary or 

Fiscal Sovereignty of any 

Country or Currency 

* Disintermediation of any 

Central Banks or   

Commercial Banks or 

Governments 

* Disruption of prevailing 

world systems 
 

 

The WM TUV also 

possesses all  

characteristics of –              

and provides all of the 

advantages of –                 

all  proposed                  

Wholesale CBDCs,              

Retail CBDCs                  

and  eSDRs 

Bears no relationship or 

similarity to Keynes’s 
“Bancor”. It is just a                          

Digital Payments System 

Bears no relationship or 

similarity to Keynes’s 
“Bancor”. They are at this 
time just proposals, ideas       

or experiments with            

basic components 

Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf Continues Overleaf 
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BUSINESS COMPONENT WM TUV + SYSTEM DIGITAL YUAN ALL OTHER CBDCs 

Cost to Acquire Zero Undisclosed N/A – Not functional 

Cost to Use Zero Undisclosed N/A – Not functional 

Direct System Competitors Zero 
N/A – Is a only a               

Digital Payments Platform 
N/A – Not functional 

Facilitates instant Conversion of 

Cash into Digital Currency 

Yes – Via issue of TUVs for 

Cash by all VSMPs and    

Agents Worldwide 

No – Is just a Digital  

Payments System 
N/A – Not functional 

Enables Crossover  Between New 

and Legacy Environments 
Yes 

No – Is just a Digital  

Payments System 
N/A – Not functional 

Creation-to-Expiry Process of 

Creation, Issue, Transactions, 

Processing, Settlement,           

Recording, Monitoring and 

Security all In-House 

Yes 
No – Is just a                  

Digital Payments System 
N/A – Not functional  

Debt Zero 
N/A – Still in Basic Test          

Mode and is not functional 
N/A – Not functional 

Operational Costs 

Zero for this WM Facility, 

because WM’s ultra-low 

running costs are               

fully covered by its              

Telecommunications 

component 

N/A – Still in Basic Test     

Mode and is not functional 
N/A – Not functional 

Operational Costs                   

as a % of Revenue 

Zero for this Facility,            

because this Facility runs        

at zero cost to WM 

N/A – Still in Basic Test    

Mode and is not functional 
N/A – Not functional 

SIZE OF THIS MARKET USD 6 680 TRILLION+ PER ANNUM 
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D. Notes on the Global CBDC Equivalent Comparative Chart 
 

1. To insert the Size of the Market for the global Wholesale and Retail CBDC Markets is difficult. 

This is because the potential size of the market is so great that it would require expression in 

Economic Terms instead of Financial Terms. Consequently, so as to facilitate a manageable and 

realistic – as well as conservative - model, the Size of this Market Sector in this document has 

been expressed merely as the cumulative total of the Global Swift Market and Global Payments 

Market (as both of those Markets will – among others – utilize the proposed CBDCs; just as they 

currently utilize WM’s TUVs and other facilities in reality. 

 

2. Significant detail on the construct, processes and structures within WM’s TUV / CBDC Equivalent 
has not been inserted into the Comparative Chart. This is not due to WM’s desire for product 
structure confidentiality – as it is the view of WM that no other entity will be able to replicate its 

facilities for up to a decade, and even then, that political and geopolitical considerations will 

hinder the creation of an effective system. It is rather due to the fact that to do so would require 

many more pages of data point, and that many of the data points and requirements would not 

be familiar to most persons and entities – even those experimenting with and/or discussing 

their proposed CBDCs. 

 

3. Extract from: 

MONEY AND CREDIT – POTENTIAL EXPANSION OF THE WM SYSTEM 

Professor Jan Kregel, April 2021 

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/money-and-credit-potential-expansion-of-the-wm-system-april-2021.pdf  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is a similar situation to that which already exists in terms of the WM Top-Up Voucher 

system – combined with its Currency Conversion, Currency Swap, ICLM Transfer and 

Currency Wallets facilities – which together already provide all the features of national or 

international Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDCs), whether introduced at either the inter 

central bank or retail level. Indeed, the WM system provides the equivalent of Keynes’s 
proposed Bancor, without requiring the introduction of an international currency. 

 

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/money-and-credit-potential-expansion-of-the-wm-system-april-2021.pdf
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E. Valuation of Part 6 
 

Based on the application of a Comparable Company Analysis for this WM Facility, Frost & 

Sullivan has calculated the Discounted Enterprise Value of this CBDC / Bancor Equivalent 

Facility at this time to be: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USD 66.8 Billion 

The Valuation Methodology utilized if the Comparative Company Analysis Valuation Method.  
 

However, due to multiple factors, including WM’s:  
 

 Ubiquitous global coverage and accessibility  

 Product utility across all market segments in this market sector 

 USPs in terms of pricing, speed, security and other factors 

 Continuous global saturation marketing directly to all end-users at zero cost 

 Zero cost of operations for this Facility, and zero debt 

 The lack of any direct System Competitors 

 

The Comparative Analysis has been carried out using the Market Sector as a whole as the Baseline Comparative Component. 
 

Although multiple detailed models have been constructed and reviewed, the fact that such a situation has never before been 

achieved in any Market Sector – let alone multiple of the highest-value Market Sectors internationally – renders this task as 

inherently difficult, because any model, no matter how detailed, will still be highly speculative.  
 

Moreover, although WM’s business is fully developed, tested, proven, due diligenced and fully operational worldwide at this 
time, and already has 450 Million clients within its VSMPs globally despite having not yet recommenced its global retail 

marketing; it is nevertheless only scheduled to recommence its global retail marketing and global retail operations with its 

refined Platform 2 in Q2 2021. 
 

Consequently, an approach of extreme conservatism has rather been adopted, to cater for the total lack of precedent in this 

situation. 
 

As a result, a methodology that is non-complex – but simultaneously extremely conservative – has been utilized, to cater as 

best as possible for the considerations as listed above. 
 

Therefore, the workings utilized for the Valuation of this component Part are as follow: 
 

1. Market Penetration projection is set at 0.001 of the Potential Market (with no increase) 
 

2. Earnings are set at 0.01 of Revenues (despite WM’s zero operational costs and zero debt) 
 

3. A multiple of Zero has been applied to earnings (to serve as an additional discount factor) 
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F. Source Information utilized for the Global CBDC Equivalent Comparative Chart 
 

 BIS – Survey of CBDCs: 

https://www.bis.org/publ/bppdf/bispap101.pdf   
 

 BIS: Digital Currencies and the Future of the Monetary System: 

https://www.bis.org/speeches/sp210127.pdf  
 

 BIS Papers No 115: Multi-CBDC arrangements and the future of cross-border payments: 

https://www.bis.org/publ/bppdf/bispap115.pdf  
 

 Bank of England: Discussion Paper on CBDCs: 

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/paper/2020/central-bank-digital-currency-opportunities-challenges-and-

design.pdf  
 

 Central Banking: Articles on CBDCs: 

https://www.centralbanking.com/search/articles?query=cbdc  
 

 Digital Dollar Project: 

https://www.digitaldollarproject.org  
 

 Bank of England; Synthetic Hegemonic Currency: 

https://www.crowdfundinsider.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Mark-Carney-the-growing-challenges-for-monetary-policy-

speech-by-mark-carney.pdf  
 

 A closer look: What CBDC means for banks and non-banking firms 

https://bankingblog.accenture.com/what-cbdc-means-banks-non-banking-firms  
 

 World Population Pyramid by age 2021:  

https://www.populationpyramid.net/world/2021  
 

 Frost & Sullivan – zero cost Global Marketing by VSMPs:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PO3BjgBKR3E 
 

 KYC Costs:  
https://www.fnfresearch.com/news/global-e-kyc-market-revenue-projected-around-   101536  

https://www.fnfresearch.com/e-kyc-market-by-end-user-banks-financial#Keyinsights  
 

 Webtel.mobi: ICLM Handbook:  

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-iclm-handbook.pdf  
 

 Webtel.mobi: VSMP Handbook: 

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-vsmp-handbook.pdf  
 

 Webtel.mobi: Independent Agent Handbook: 

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-independent-agents-handbook.pdf  
 

 ANOTHER BRETTON WOODS REFORM MOMENT: LET US LOOK SERIOUSLY AT THE CLEARING UNION 

Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Public Policy Brief No. 154, 2021 
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf 
 

 KEYNES’S CLEARING UNION IS ALIVE AND WELL AND LIVING IN YOUR MOBILE PHONE 

Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Policy Note, 2021/1 
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf 
 

 THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM: FROM BARTER TO COMMODITY MONEY TO ELECTRONIC MONEY 

Professor Jan Kregel, Director of Research, Levy Economics Institute, Working Paper No. 982, January 2021 
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bis.org/publ/bppdf/bispap101.pdf
https://www.bis.org/speeches/sp210127.pdf
https://www.bis.org/publ/bppdf/bispap115.pdf
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/paper/2020/central-bank-digital-currency-opportunities-challenges-and-design.pdf
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/paper/2020/central-bank-digital-currency-opportunities-challenges-and-design.pdf
https://www.centralbanking.com/search/articles?query=cbdc
https://www.digitaldollarproject.org/
https://www.crowdfundinsider.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Mark-Carney-the-growing-challenges-for-monetary-policy-speech-by-mark-carney.pdf
https://www.crowdfundinsider.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Mark-Carney-the-growing-challenges-for-monetary-policy-speech-by-mark-carney.pdf
https://bankingblog.accenture.com/what-cbdc-means-banks-non-banking-firms
https://www.populationpyramid.net/world/2021
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PO3BjgBKR3E
https://www.fnfresearch.com/news/global-e-kyc-market-revenue-projected-around-%20%20%20101536
https://www.fnfresearch.com/e-kyc-market-by-end-user-banks-financial#Keyinsights
https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-iclm-handbook.pdf
https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-vsmp-handbook.pdf
https://webtel.mobi/media/info/telmobi-group-independent-agents-handbook.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/ppb_154.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf
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SUM OF THE PARTS VALUATION 

 

Sum Of The Parts (SOTP) valuation is an approach to valuing a firm by separately assessing the value of each 

business segment or subsidiary and adding them up to get the total value of the firm. It can be used in 

conjunction with various valuation techniques such as Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) modeling and comparable 

company analysis. The first step is to determine what the appropriate business segments should be to value 

the firm. Once you know the various segments, you must then pick a valuation method for each one. You 

would most likely pick either a DCF (intrinsic value) or a Comparative Company Analysis model (relative 

value) to value each one. SOTP valuation is very useful for Holding companies or conglomerates. 
 

Sum Of The Parts (SOTP) Valuation, Corporate Finance Institute 
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SUM OF THE PARTS VALUATION 

 

 

1. Component Parts of the Valuation 

 

Part 1 

WM’s Telephony and Telephony-Support Facilities 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                      

 

Part 2 

WM’s Currency Swap Facility – As an Alternative to the Global FX Market 

 

 

 

Part 3 

WM’s TITAN Sub-System – As an Alternative to the SWIFT System 

 

 

 

Part 4 

WM’s ICLM Payment System – As a Unitary Global Single Payments System 

 

 

 

Part 5 

WM’s Combined Derivative Facilities – As an International Clearing Union Equivalent 

 

 

 

Part 6 

WM’s Top-Up Voucher Facility – As an International Wholesale CBDC Retail CBDC and “Bancor” Equivalent 

 

 

 

 

USD 44.8 Billion 

USD 17.2 Billion 

USD 52.9 Billion 

USD 10.6 Billion 

USD 32.2 Billion 

USD 66.8 Billion 

 

SUM OF THE PARTS VALUATION 
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2. Consolidated Sum of the Parts Valuation 
 

Based on the Comparative Company Analysis Valuations of the various component parts of 

the Company’s Business Frost & Sullivan has valued the Total Enterprise Value of 

Webtel.mobi (Holdings) Limited as: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________ 
 

For further information see: 

 

1. Sum of the Parts Valuation  
 

a. Corporate Finance Institute: 

https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/valuation/sum-of-the-parts-sotp-valuation  
 

b. Investopedia: 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/sumofpartsvaluation.asp 

 
2. Comparative Company Analysis Valuation 
 

a. Corporate Finance Institute: 

https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/valuation/comparable-company-analysis  
 

b. Investopedia: 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/comparable-company-analysis-cca.asp 

 

 

 

USD 224.5 Billion  

https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/valuation/sum-of-the-parts-sotp-valuation
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/sumofpartsvaluation.asp
https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/valuation/comparable-company-analysis
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/comparable-company-analysis-cca.asp
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SUMMARY 
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WM’s Complex Adaptive System, its Derivative Capacities, and their applications in the Market Sectors 

as described in this document are not new or newly developed. 

 

Although the topics and Market Sectors described in this document are topical at this time, they have 

existed as fully operational Facilities within the WM Platform since 2009. They have also been 

functioning operationally, worldwide, since 2009 – in a global real-world and real-time global testing, 

confirmation and refinement phase. 

 

The reasons for this were twofold. 

 

In the first instance, WM’s view is that the Derivative facilities within its platform represent Geostrategic 

Products. This is because they have the capacity to affect World Markets as a whole. Consequently, 

great care was taken to test every aspect of the System and the facilities globally and thoroughly – 

across all countries, Market Sectors, Market Segments; and in all Market Conditions – to ensure that 

they were structured in a manner that would not disrupt the prevailing structures within Global 

Markets. 

 

In the second instance, due to the wide variety and disparity of systems, processes and market norms 

that exist globally – as well as the overriding requirement to structure a uniform and impenetrable 

system of Security, KYC and AML structures that would be able to be equally and robustly applied 

worldwide – a great deal of real-world testing, reconfiguration and retesting was required in order to 

reach the final product. 

 

Consequently, WM carried out (self) limited operations worldwide for a period of seven years with its 

first version of WM (Platform 1), primarily to robustly and thoroughly test, confirm, prove and refine 

these Facilities in all countries / market sectors / market segments worldwide.  

 

Moreover, given the Geostrategic nature of its facilities’ capacities and reach, WM ensured that it, its 
Facilities and their functionality and application underwent regular in-depth and detailed due diligence – 

carried out by multiple firms of attorneys, regulatory entities, sector-specialists, analysts, consultants, 

merchant banks, stock exchange personnel and other specialist persons and/or entities – throughout 

this period. This was to ensure that WM and its facilities at all times remained within the confines of its 

sector and complied with all regulatory, legal, best practice and other regulations and requirements. 

WM underwent a total of 45 due diligences in multiple countries worldwide during this period. It is one 

of the most thoroughly reviewed and due diligenced entities in commercial history. 

 

At the end of the extended real-world operational testing, proving and refinement process, it took down 

its entire Platform 1 and rebuilt the current Platform 2, in which it incorporated all required alterations 

as established during its extensive global operational testing. These alterations render the now-

completed and fully functional Platform 2 fit for purpose in all of the described Market Sectors 

worldwide, and without any other Direct System Competitors. 

 

 

SUMMARY 
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WM’s Corporate Philosophy is one whereby innovation should bring about Evolution (which is 
constructive) – as opposed to Revolution (which is destructive). For this purpose, WM has constructed 

its System to work in a complementary manner with other existing systems, rather than to replace or 

destroy them.  

 

It is WM’s view that its System will be the blueprint for an alteration of some aspects of the Global 

Financial Systems, but that this alteration will come about as a result of a natural move by other entities 

towards the most efficient methodologies, as opposed to via destruction of other methodologies due to 

a confrontational approach. 

 

WM will recommence its global retail marketing and operations – this time in an unrestricted manner – 

in Q2 2021. The data from its operations will then be utilized in Q4 2021 for a Revaluation of WM.  

 

The Q4 2021 Revaluation will be able to be applied with more realistic Market Penetration and Revenue 

/ Earnings Data than the extremely conservative and discounted data that has been used for this current 

Valuation; which will be projections based on the actual data gleaned from its Global Operations after 

their imminent recommencement. 

 

Moreover, in the Q4 2021 Revaluation, WM’s multiple additional Derivative Facilities – that have not 

been included in this Valuation – will be included. These will include the Derivative capacity of WM’s 
Currency Swap Facility to provide an Alternative to the Currency Swaps that currently comprise +/- 80% 

of the Global Derivatives Market and various other Derivative Capacities of WM’s facilities. 
 

Other than this, as WM has built its System in a Modular Reconfigurable manner, component parts of 

the WM System are able to be rapidly cloned, adjusted, and then reconfigured to be applied in and for 

numerous additional Market Sectors. Because the Security / KYC / AML / Payments / Communication 

and other components are all interlinked, the overall standards and functionality are already present 

and operational. This renders new component additions very rapid to implement. 

 

An example of this is WM’s internal “Share Swap” Facility, which is a derivation of the “Currency Swap” 
facility and which enables WM Shareholders to Swap their Shares between one another. Although such 

a Facility would customarily be a major undertaking requiring a great deal of time to implement, WM 

was – due to the Modular Reconfiguration of its existing “Currency Swap” facility – able to complete the 

build of this new (internal) Facility in just three months. 

 

Due to this Modular Reconfigurable structure – combined with its wide spread of capacities – WM is 

able to replicate virtually any business function in virtually any Market Sector; in a very short space of 

time. Such new facilities will additionally also have the same Global USPs and Market Advantages for, 

and in, those Market Sectors as it currently enjoys in the market Sectors for which it has already created 

Facilities. 

 

Any additional Facilities that have been constructed in this manner in the intervening period will 

additionally be valued in the Q4 2021 Revaluation 
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APPENDIX A 

 

WM’S COMPLEX ADAPTIVE SYSTEM 

Complex Adaptive Systems have a number of well-recognised characteristics which set them apart from 

simpler systems. They include (but aren’t limited to): 
 

 Complexity: No single formal model is sufficient to capture all of the properties of the system, and the 

descriptive models which can represent parts of the system are not derivative of each other. 
 

 Self-Organisation: The system operates not just on the basis of its individual parts, but on the interactions 

between them. The system is one of constantly evolving fluctuations and feedback loops. 
 

 Emergence: Because the result of combining parts of the system is not simply a sum of the properties of 

those parts, new system characteristics are continually formed by such combinations. 
 

 Observer Dependency: The nature of the system will appear differently to different people. 
 

Complex Adaptive Systems, Jon Stevens-Hall 
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APPENDIX A – WM’S COMPLEX SYSTEM 
 

1. Image of one Component within the WM Complex Adaptive System 

 

 

APPENDIX A – WM’S COMPLEX ADAPTIVE SYSTEM 
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2. Key to the Image 
 

 The image on the preceding page illustrates one Back-End System of WM Platform 2’s “Complex 

Adaptive System”.   
 

 This – and all of the other VSMPs’ Back-End Systems, combined – is what the simplified Front-

End Web Applications that deliver the WM service give access to.  

 

 This same Back-End System is automatically and instantly created by HAL for each VSMP as soon 

as the VSMP is created. Currently there are 51 VSMPs globally, each with the same System. 

WM’s Complex Adaptive System is designed to cater for an infinite number of Systems 

 

 The objects represented in the diagram are Platforms. There are 1 122 Platforms per Back-End 

System (i.e. for WM and also per Affiliate / VSMP). 

 

 Within each of the 1 122 Platforms per System are either dozens, hundreds or thousands of 

Facilities and Sub-Facilities.  

 

 All Platforms, Facilities and Sub-Facilities within each System are inter-connected by sequence 

in, sequence out, directly one-to-one to one another and to the 25 External Components – as 

well as having multiple specific inter-Platform and Inter-Facility in, out and directly one-to-one 

connections – to enhance System Capacity.  

 

 All Systems of all VSMPs and WM, and their Platforms, Facilities and Sub-Facilities, are also 

inter-connected by sequence in, sequence our and directly one-to-one directly to one another 

between all of them – and between the 25 External Components - as well as having multiple 

specific inter-System and Inter-System-Platform connections to create a Unified Complex 

Adaptive System.  

 

 Further Bespoke Connections between Specific Platforms, Facilities and Sub-Facilities within and 

between all of the Systems within the Complex Adaptive System then bring about Expanded 

System Capacities – which is otherwise known as “Emergence”.  

 

 The entire Complex Adaptive System – including all Systems, Platforms, Facilities and Sub-

Facilities are automatically and instantly created by HAL and are permanently controlled 

24/7/365 by HAL. 

 

 WM Super-Administrators have oversight over HAL to ensure maintenance of the “Human 
Supremacy” requirement over AI. 
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3. Snapshot of the WM Complex Adaptive System 
Each of these rectangles represents one of the complete 1 122 Platform Systems established per 

WM VSMP, as shown in the preceding image in this section. They are all connected and 

interconnected in sequence to all others going in, sequence to all others going out, single Platform 

to Single Platform; and then additionally connected via specific and bespoke Inter-System, Inter-

Platform, Inter-Platform Facility and Inter-Platform Sub-Facility connections. There are multiple 

Facilities and Sub-Facilities (ranging from dozens to hundreds to thousands) per Platform System: 
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4. Information on some of the Complex System’s characteristics 

 
 

 Complex System 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_system 

 

 Complex Adaptive System 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_adaptive

_system 

 

 Complex Adaptive System 1 
https://jonstevenshall.medium.com/complex-

adaptive-systems-and-itsm-c92b0f953f0a 

 

 Complex Adaptive System 2 
https://jonstevenshall.medium.com/complex-

adaptive-systems-ii-thinking-about-emergence-

and-itsm-afec6c3305a3 

 

 Emergence 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergence 

 

 Strong Emergence 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergence#Stron

g_and_weak_emergence  

 

 Technological Convergence 
https://en..org/wiki/Technological_convergence 

 

 Intelligent Agents 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligent_agent  

 

 Expert System 
https://en..org/wiki/Expert_system 

 

 Machine Learning 
https://en..org/wiki/Machine_learning 

 

 Supervised Learning 
https://en..org/wiki/Supervised_learning 

 

 Reinforcement Learning 
https://en..org/wiki/Reinforcement_learning 

 

 Dynamic Programming 
https://en..org/wiki/Dynamic_programming 

 

 Optimal Substructure 
https://en..org/wiki/Optimal_substructure 

 

 

 Intelligent Control 
https://en..org/wiki/Intelligent_control 

 

 Procedural Reasoning System 
https://en..org/wiki/Procedural_reasoning_syste

m 

 

 Markov Decision Process 
https://en..org/wiki/Markov_decision_process 

 

 

 Markov Chain 
https://en..org/wiki/Markov_chain 

 

 Structured Prediction 
https://en..org/wiki/Structured_prediction 

 

 Dimensionality Reduction 
https://en..org/wiki/Dimensionality_reduction 

 

 Anomaly Detection 
https://en..org/wiki/Anomaly_detection 

 

 Cluster Analysis 
https://en..org/wiki/Cluster_analysis 

 

 Statistical Classification 
https://en..org/wiki/Statistical_classification 

 

 Encryption 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Encryption  

 

 Public and Private Keys 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public-

key_cryptography  

 

 Multi Factor Authentication 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multi-

factor_authentication  

 

 Distributed Ledger 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributed_ledger  

 

 Blockchain 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blockchain  

 

 Decentralization 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decentralization  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_adaptive_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_adaptive_system
https://jonstevenshall.medium.com/complex-adaptive-systems-and-itsm-c92b0f953f0a
https://jonstevenshall.medium.com/complex-adaptive-systems-and-itsm-c92b0f953f0a
https://jonstevenshall.medium.com/complex-adaptive-systems-ii-thinking-about-emergence-and-itsm-afec6c3305a3
https://jonstevenshall.medium.com/complex-adaptive-systems-ii-thinking-about-emergence-and-itsm-afec6c3305a3
https://jonstevenshall.medium.com/complex-adaptive-systems-ii-thinking-about-emergence-and-itsm-afec6c3305a3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergence#Strong_and_weak_emergence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergence#Strong_and_weak_emergence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_convergence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligent_agent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Expert_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supervised_learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reinforcement_learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optimal_substructure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligent_control
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Procedural_reasoning_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Procedural_reasoning_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markov_decision_process
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markov_chain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structured_prediction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimensionality_reduction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anomaly_detection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cluster_analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_classification
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Encryption
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public-key_cryptography
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public-key_cryptography
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multi-factor_authentication
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multi-factor_authentication
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributed_ledger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blockchain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decentralization
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APPENDIX B – FROST & SULLIVAN 

 

 
 

For six decades, Frost & Sullivan has been world-renowned for its role in helping investors, corporate 

leaders and governments navigate economic changes and identify disruptive technologies, Mega Trends, 

new business models and companies to action, resulting in a continuous flow of growth opportunities to 

drive future success. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Frost & Sullivan has an expert team of consultants covering all facets of your growth journey across all 

industries to help our clients accelerate growth. Our team provides specific tools and expertise to 

support clients through all five phases of the growth cycle: From developing a pipeline of growth 

opportunities and evaluating and prioritizing those opportunities to formulating and implementing go-

to-market strategies and ongoing monitoring. 
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